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Mark Bolsover

THE LIZARD DREAM
(—under the garden)
in the (back) garden.
(grass. ‘n’ plants (thick, green)).
…
—“have to lay” (re-lay? … ) “a membrane, and some pebbles” (stones)
(father says).
(—f ’r a path(‘s way). … ).
…
dug.
(—a… trench – path (sunk(en)).
in dark (thick, damp,—clay) earth.—soil.—mud. … ).
(neat-clean (square) channels – lines. … ).
—b’side, ‘n’ b’neath (th’ line-the level ‘v) the lawn (thick, … ragged (long),
thick grass (deep green)). … ).
…
—h’s dug too deep. …
—down.
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(—buried. deep. …
—layers of soil-sediment (—strata). excavat. down (into earth).
(—neat-squarely cut—through layers). …
rich, dark (black) earth. (smoky-earthy, … —rich, dry, shit-shitty peat
smell) (bitter taste in-‘v the air).

exhumed earth (created). …
layers (lines—stripes (‘v strata)),—‘v different-coloured earths (thick grey
clay, … —light, dry sand … —down t’ dark, rich shit peat (acrid)). …
—strata of ages. (know).
… ).
—int’ a cave(cavern).—under. ‘neath the lawn. …
… —see the sheds. (garden.—dark wood(en). … ).—‘bove the lawngrass.—and the neighbour’s. (—other fence side). …
…
—and they… ‘xtend. … —beneath the lawns ( – gardens). (down.—into
the cave-rns. … (foundations. th' structures—stretch). …
… —contain (long-forgot) items (bric-à-brac (s)). (cluttered. musty. warm.
dust.—smell.—metal (wet stone. (cool-bitter)), … —wood-earth (rich,
acrid (caust), dry – stuffy (airless) smell. creosote). … ).
(dumped.—fr’m the houses. (old). … ).
… —a rug.
…
(ornate. (large.-heavy). (Russian?).—white tasseled. … (—red, … and
(with)… black-blue, ‘n’ beige floral design(s) (—border). … ).
2
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…

floats.—in the water(s).—‘t the bottom (floor), ‘v the cave-rns.
(drifted out.—fr’m the sheds. (neglect).). …
( … —pull it out. and ont’ the path (new) – and the lawn.
(—to dry). … ).
(another rug… —drifts. … ).
…
(garden. … —plants. ‘n’ vegetables beds. (beans stalks (on beanpoles)). … ).
…
back ‘v the house.

remodelled. …
—now period (detail). …
(—not a (small), red-bricked (pebbles—dash(ed)), semi- (suburb)
anymore… ).
( … —steps-a stairs (case. (dry) stone (rough. grey).—up the house’s back.
(wrought iron. black (paint(ed).—gloss) balustrad-a banister (railing), …
and wood(en) panelled now (—blue (navy)-painted. … ). … ).
(smart.-impressive).
…
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down.
in the water.
…
(—should pull out the rug. … ).
…
… —an alligator (crocodile).
—a lizard. …
(—huge. … —a neon green. … ).
(—dig. (digging) must’ve disturbed. ( … always there (under. ‘neath). but,
now, … —woken. (consc.). aggravate). … ).
(and moves. (swims.-slide-glides) t’ward.
… ).
…
—close.—the shutter(’s hatch).
(quick. quiet.—did it (does it) see… —? … ).
(—protect father. … ).
…
(in the house – the hall’s way. (dark wood. dark (dim) lit). … ).
…
—a-th’ back room.
…
4
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(hide.—close the door… ).
—cat. ((on the) seat. by (behind) th’ table. … ).
(…)—no.
…
—a lizard.
…
—small. … —bulb(ous) head.—neon green. (‘n’ yellow).

…
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Hyten Davidson

Grisly
If being attacked by a bear (I read this) the National Park Service recommends
playing dead by lying flat on your stomach with your arms and legs spread
out. Which is easily the worst advice I’ve heard come from a “National”
anything. Run. The same instinct I had that night He led me down into the
basement. Run. Run. Run.
Like a naïve child myself, when I first put on the “Balloons the Bear” suit
at the beginning of the summer, I thought working as a major cartoon mascot
meant I got to mess around with kids all day. And while they surely crave
to interact with me, there’s always a drunk adult coming up from behind
to barrel past them for a picture at my side—mostly men. Always endless
groups of middle-aged men’s softball leagues trying to make out with my
bear face for photos, or teenage boys trying to tug down my head, or older
guys that want a picture for their kid. “My little girl Jenna’s going to lose her
mind when she sees this!” But why is a man alone at an amusement park on
a Wednesday afternoon? Where’s Jenna?
Every so often, after enough dudes waving their adult-sized sippy cups
full of beer and sugar obliviously whiz past the lined-up caravan of strollers,
a parent may pipe up, “Um…there’s a line here!” and eventually I’d get to my
first kid pic of the day. Then a timid girl or boy may wander up, the gears in
their mind churning like they’re working out a complex math equation trying
to figure me out. Working out that I can’t really be real. They’ve seen Balloons
on TV as a cartoon. They know they aren’t approaching an actual grizzly bear.
They look deep into Balloons’ baby-blue cartoon eyes, thickly layered with
black mesh so they don’t see my own muddy almonds staring back, making
it difficult to piece together the truth: there’s a human somewhere inside.
Adults, of course, know there’s a hired actor in a sweaty costume constantly
7
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on the brink of passing out, and yet it seems to make them care even less.
But it lets me get close to men in a protected setting, like getting into an
underwater shark cage. I can watch them while they watch the camera. I can
observe their dilated pupils intimately and wonder, does this man have an
animal inside him?
I like being a bear. The fan in the suit broke my first week working, so,
instead of repairing it, I get more water breaks than the other woodland
creatures. And as far as college summer jobs go, this one at least would
allow me to return to my hometown in peace, out of the laser-beam target
of the nasty high school girls that never left after graduation. But mainly? I
like the power of feeling large. The bear costume stands at six feet, though
even large mascot costumes need very petite figures to fill them. The inside
abdomen requires scrawny, bruised legs to slip into; little arms and wrists
to grab the bars that move the paws, a teeny head to serve as the skull of a
big, foamy one.
Back in middle school, I went to a sleepover at my then-friend Amelia’s
house and we watched Grizzly Man on DVD. Amelia’s mom picked it out.
She stood behind the TV connecting the cord from the DVD player while
instructing us on the importance for young women to watch educational
documentaries and expose themselves to the world.
“This will empower you all as female thinkers! Stay smart! Stay curious!”
she sang out.
But none of us knew why we needed power or what to do with it when we
had it, and Amelia was mocked by the others endlessly as soon as her mom
left the room. I do remember the part where the poor Grizzly Man is petting
a baby bear paw and crying—come to think of it, the first time I heard any
man cry. Sometimes I mimic that moment from the film when I uncage the
bear costume from its storage locker in the mornings. So far removed from
the homicidal grizzlies in Alaska, in an amusement park locker room in
Durham, North Carolina, I put my hand to the fake bear paw and pretend to
weep, weeping for the bear paw to come to life.
But I could have real-cried the day He swaggered through the barred
fences of the amusement park. I was doing group photos at 4:00 in the
bandshell with the rest of the critter team and a day camp of kindergarteners.
Then—I sensed something. Sniffed for it, almost. Snapped my neck in
the direction of it before my brain could catch up. Through the mouth hole
I saw Him. Not so much Him, at first, but immediately a flood of memories
about Him. The blanket Amelia let us borrow when we went down to her
8
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basement. Run. Target basketball shorts. The fake jewels sewn onto my
T-shirt rattling up and down. Spittle. Hands. Hands grabbing, clawing.
Hands seizing places on me I didn’t even know were there yet. Beige carpet.
Hands on the wall, trying to grab something on the wall to pull myself away.
Slug-like tears. My stupid voice. Laughing, talking, pleading. His face.
It was the face of the man standing at the Sno-Cone station at the edge
of the bandshell, just beefier now. Hairier. But the same downturned mouth
I hoped for the rest of my life I could hide from. Now here, with his arm
wrapped around a redheaded girl who wore rain boots during the hottest
summer on record.
I retracted my own arms, letting the bear’s arms collapse, and held myself.
Gripping my own sides desperately, panicking—next to lovely, weightless
children experiencing the best dang day of their lives.
But then something inside jerked me out. Hunt.
I arched my back straight. Hunt.
I slid my arms back through and used them to wave at the park’s Animal
Wrangler, giving her the cue for “Break.”
“Oooohkayyy everyone, Balloons just needs to grab a little bear snack
and then he’ll be right back out!” the employee cheered at the groaning
crowd. I was already barreling away.
He had moved from the Sno-Cone machine and was now “playfully”
holding the girl’s little hands while he teased, pressing the blue cone into her
face. She was laughing now, sure. I had too. But maybe not later. Hunt.
I stalked straight on past the door toward the employee lounge, past little
cubs bawling my name. Threat. Watching him pretend to dry-hump another
animal mascot while it was turned away asking a child for a high-five. Meat.
The girl giggling at his display. Hunt. I gained on them…
…then ducked behind a tree. I thought of all the times I stood in the
dark closet in my bedroom where I pretend-confronted him in the hallway,
making Him admit to what He had done in front of the whole school,
getting Him to beg for my forgiveness as the school officers dragged Him
away dramatically. I thought of all the lonely showers in my dorm hall where
I made my case to an invisible judge positioned on the bathroom tiles. And
on my drive home from college, imagining what I would say to Him, to the
high-school girls, to Amelia if I ever saw her again, to anyone who would
listen. But suddenly I couldn’t remember a single thing to say. I couldn’t
remember what made me think I should say anything at all.
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Just then, He turned away from her to wander toward the men’s
bathroom while she waited, licking his Sno-Cone on a picnic table. Leaving
him exposed, out in the open.
Attack. Easy prey. Charge him down. Go for the head. Lacerate that
smile. Maul him. Rip his scalp.
He turned and vanished into the bathroom.
Watch him play dead. Wish he were dead. Flat on his stomach with his
arms and legs spread. Like he did to you. Corner him. Attack.
The girl licked ice off her small, chapped hands.
But I’m not an animal, I thought back. The heat from the weight
of the head dizzied me, but all I could focus on was her and her small,
twisting wrists.
So, I didn’t do any of those things. Instead, I walked over to the girl on
the picnic table.
She was bouncing her rain boots up and down under her seat like a
giddy kid.
“Hey, Balloons!” she said brightly, starting to whip out her phone’s
camera. I reached up and took the bear’s head off, blinding myself with
white sunlight.
“Whoa. Dude, I totally forgot there’s actually a human in there.” She
laughed while I put the head on the picnic table, pushing it far away from me. I
looked at her straight on. She looked confused but open to the awkwardness.
Maybe seventeen or eighteen, she seemed neither too innocent nor too
numbly experienced to listen to what I had to say.
“You don’t know me, but I have something important I need to tell you,”
I said. And I took her hands and wept.
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My Sisters Are Cold War
Submarines
		
We wave goodbye and they dive, loaded
with force we hope they won’t unleash. At home,
crossing hostile seas, they rely on passive sonar
			
to preempt conflict. Submarines must reduce
self-noise, within and without. So my sisters maintain
radio silence; their steel hulls loom vulnerable
			
only to each other and crush depth.
		
As the world argues, they eavesdrop, cloaked
in virtual invisibility. I stand at windows, pretending
I sense their return. Sometimes, they rise to periscope
		
level and float an antenna for messages
			
—received in one-way bursts. They obtain
			
photographs and record hours of static, dragging
cables to surveil beyond the range of their engines’ whir.
		
They remember everything, even what they can’t
decipher. Like spies, my sisters live two lives:
underwater and above. When they visit, they take me
		
swimming and tell me that the ocean is wider,
			
its echoes more dangerous than I can imagine.
My vigilant sisters drill often; They don’t want us
11
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engulfed in nuclear flames. I watch them target
one another in practice launches. They’re tall enough
to displace entire houses and parents; but they leave
		
after each holiday. Back on land, I study the horizon
and chart two small dots, growing distant.
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beach/side
we ocean ourselves separate
		

(you) anchorless on animal rafts; (I) wear water-wings

and loose white-maned rivalry
						

(tempest v. flotsam)

wavering
				

home tiding: back and forth

[mermaid taxonomy coding part ocean and part us—all intermediary]

(I) sister daughter dot dot
			

dash alongshore; (our) family: a sequence

						

(you) commute skylength

with strings of word beads
							

halved, expansive

the abyss yawns factmatter:
			

(we) inherit (our) sibling-selves

							inhabit void and wire
13
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Jennifer Fliss

Insomnia Symptoms May Include:
Blurred Vision. How can you see things clearly when you don’t know what
you’re looking at?
Burning or tingling in the hands, arms, feet, or legs. I am stitched together,
but whoever made me did not understand how to make a proper knot, to
keep me from unraveling. It was inevitable—my splitting, stuffing spilling
out at my seams. Perhaps my body parts go numb to keep the pain away.
Difficulty keeping balance. Keeping sane, keeping house, not yelling at my
daughter, husband, cat. Staying upright when the world requires it.
Daytime drowsiness. Even the word drowsy evokes the sleepy-eyed daytime
I inhabit. The sunlight pushing on me down and down and down until I am
quicksand. Not in quicksand, you understand, but I am quicksand.
Dry mouth or throat. There were twenty-two years when I allowed the arid
cave of my mouth to remain dry. Fireless. And then, my father died and I lit
the fire and I spoke and I spoke and I spoke.
My mouth also tastes of metal. Is this included? What does this mean?
Gas. It threatens to burn the house down. Conflagration. My pajamas always
had little tags that said they were flammable. Keep away from fire. I think
about that a lot. Because even though I burned—blistery aching pain—my
pajamas did not.
Headache. Migraines since I was six.
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Heartburn. Anxiety can induce heartburn, they told me as I lay tied to life
with electrodes and wires. It’s not the cardiac event I thought it was. A relief,
I suppose.
Impairment the next day. Who is to say why I short-circuit when I spill the
whole container of onion powder in the tuna? When the nonstick skillet isn’t
nonstick at all. If by ‘impairment’ you mean ‘anger,’ then yes. If by, I am not
myself, I ask you: who am I then? Who am I if not impaired?
Mental slowing or problems with attention or memory. At night I hear
thrashing and crashing, my daughter crying and screaming, and I go into
the hall and it is silent. It was only my phantom self that I was hearing. A
ghost. My own ghost. I am haunted by myself. She yells so loudly but I am
the only one who can hear me. All I can do now is cover my eyes and screw
the ear plugs tighter into my ears and try to ignore her. I can’t help her. The
damage is done. It was me all along. I had forgotten.
Stomach pain or tenderness. Yes.
Uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body. Hypnagogic jerks. See below.
Unusual dreams. An airplane is disgorging cars from its belly onto the
city. Pablo Picasso is wielding a butter knife. The zombies. A mid-century
motel opens up into the underside of a whale. A bicycle into the mouth of a
serpent, and there the Nazis wait. The sun is bursting. My daughter. People
are dying. People are always dying. My daughter is dying. Only sometimes is
it me. Is it unusual if the dreams come nightly?
Weakness. Is it a sign of weakness that I didn’t speak up?
***
I found a note I had written when I was twenty-two, months before or after
my father died; I’m unsure. In scribbled ink on a scrap of paper I wrote,
“everyone who kills themselves must be an insomniac.”
Bruises formed on my forehead from banging the heel of my hand against it
in frustration. Or the headboard. Or any hard surface to, what? Cause me to
pass out? Do I need pain to survive? It’s all I’ve really done. All I really know.
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And at 2:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. and ultimately the sun comes up again.
These days: am I going to die? My chest is hurting. Is she going to die? She is
so young, my daughter. What will I do if that happens? I wake my husband
at 2:30 packing a bag for the hospital because I think I have meningitis. My
head hurts and my neck is sore, a little stiff. A friend of mine died when she
was twenty-one. Michelle was a nursing student. She told the doctor she
suspected meningitis. The doctor said it was a cold and she went home and
died.
Am I the kind of person who dies young? I touch my body. The hair on my
legs hasn’t been shaved in a while—stubble like splinters say stay away. Soft
in my middle, patchy with eczema between my fingers, and sallow in the
crevasses beneath my eyes. In the mirror sometimes I look like myself—
familiar—and then I look again at a stranger. I’ve dyed my hair dark dark
and there are fine wisps and a few white weeds in my eyebrows. No I am not
the kind of person who dies young because I am no longer young. Anymore.
In the premature way that death is so tragic. Am I the kind of person that
dies while my daughter is young? Leaving her, becoming further and further
for her as she grows until I am just a childhood sadness. Is she the kind of
kid that dies young? And on and on.
This is not sustainable, this quantifying of life. This countdown. This
provocation.
***
In the night my father came. I still feel his ghost sitting on the edge of the
bed. In the night Freddy Krueger came, I still feel his razor fingers, chipped
cuticles, along my skin. In the night, always in the night, as if the cover of
darkness made him unrecognizable. Don’t fall asleep, that’s when he gets
you. It is no coincidence that my father’s name was Fred.
I thought I came into adulthood relatively unscathed but I am wrong and
I am reminded every single night. If I sleep, I descend into nightmares. I
sometimes wake up screaming. Other times I wake and cannot speak, cannot
move—trapped. My heart is always beating double time—one for adult me
and one for myself as a child.

17
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I fall asleep, my body jerks and I am awake again. I fall asleep, my body jerks
and I am awake again.
I fall asleep, my body jerks and I am awake again.
I fall asleep, my body jerks and I am awake again.
These are called hypnogogic jerks.
And I try and I try to stay asleep, but then I bite my tongue.
I fall asleep, I bite my tongue and I am awake again. Blood is the flavor of
the hunted.
Perhaps this is all self-preservation.
***
Have you tried meditation?
Have you tried melatonin?
Have you tried putting your phone down?
Have you tried ear plugs a sound machine counting from one hundred
backwards? The sheep are laughing. Meditation is for people who aren’t
afraid to be alone.
Lower the eye mask.
Screw in the ear plugs.
Deplete the senses until all you have left is memory clambering to get in.
Let me in, they say at the door.
Let me in, they cry at the windows.
Let’s hope you haven’t left them open, even a crack.
That’s how they get in –
the ghosts the zombies the filaments the crude
sensory deprivation can’t really exist.
18
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Visualize yourself sleeping.
Visualize yourself not in the embrace of a 350-pound man.
Visualize yourself at six and ten and thirteen and sixteen sleeping through
the night with no weight on the corner of your bed in the dark hours.
Visualize yourself not being awoken by the police and child protective
service agents.
Visualize yourself in the morning—fresh, clean.
Visualize sleeping through the night, later, as an adult and your baby’s wails
don’t snatch you from your dreams.
You still hear them even though she is now five. They call them phantom
cries. They’re all phantoms, these things that disturb us, that terrorize us.
***
The rabbi says: he was a good man.
The rabbi says, on a post-rain dripping morning in the cemetery when the
sun is brighter than my newfound freedom, that my father made the best
matzoh ball soup. I don’t remember him ever making matzoh ball soup and
anyway he thought religion was a crock of shit and he believed in conspiracy
theories.
The rabbi says things that aren’t true and I hate him for it.
We walk away from the gravesite. We are supposed to return a year later for
the unveiling. I leave a small stone on the nearby grave of my grandfather,
for the memory I don’t have; he died before I was born. My mother says he
was a wonderful father. Then she married the man who would be my father,
so how can I believe her? I walk down the slope and to the car. I don’t return
a year later. I don’t ever look back—
—voluntarily.
Who told the rabbi such lies?
Over fifteen years later I feel my father on the edge of my bed. Again and
again and when I wake, my heart is sixteen again and on the verge of growing
19
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and/or cracking in half. And sometimes my eyes are dry and my throat is
parched and the fire I was so careful to build isn’t catching.
And all I can think of is how the rabbi lied and will this not-sleep kill me?
***
Call your doctor if you experience.
I talk to a friend on the phone and she says things like Lexapro and Zoloft,
SSRIs and SNRIs and at night I recite these things like a spell with which I
am trying to conjure life.
I make a promise that I will call my doctor because I have in fact experienced
these things. The symptoms match up.

The warnings are printed really small. As if they aren’t warnings at all.
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The Thirst of Dawn that Presses against Your Eyes by Bill Wolak
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Christina Harrington

This is how a body works
ONE
I am pearled in eucalyptus and mint and water so hot it blushes my ears
red. Bubbles obscure rust around the drain, hairs spider-webbing across the
white ceramic, the curving scar puckered around my right nipple. I try not
to think about it, or how the cavity beneath gives sickly under gentle fingers.
Fluid rushes to fill empty spaces; this is how bodies work, not just bathtubs.
TWO
After the anesthesia is warmed away with heated blankets, a nurse appears
next to my bed. Don’t worry about the scar, she said, It’ll fade. That’s why they
cut where they did. I knew even then, barely emerged from deep waters, she
was talking about the others that would miss it when they ran rough thumbs
across my breast. It might fade, but other scars would remain.
THREE
My body is an act of foreshadowing. How do I love something that predicts
my future with every moment of nakedness? I hide myself within a froth
of bubbles, a sea of pearls. This worry will not melt with aromatherapy. It
stitches into a dense knot, like the flesh that was once beneath this hook of a
scar, compounding again into a black hole of the organic kind.
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The House Sparrow
When I look down, its feathers splay recklessly in the dirt. Still, they are
brilliant—yellow and brown, a cruel hue for the dead bird that lies in front
of my feet.
It is a beautiful day; a surprisingly cold day. My eyes open wide and I am
fascinated like a child, taking in every gory detail of the creature. It is crushed
slightly; someone had stepped on the corpse. Disgusted and amused, my
thoughts are interrupted by my child screaming for his mother.
I hurry toward him, hesitant about what was waiting for me in his hands.
The boy is overdramatic: he screams for a paper cut or a bruised knee as if
his limbs were missing. I stand over him, trying to remember how a mother
is supposed to care for her child.
“I found a rock for you,” he says, with a sweetness that only exists in a
toddler’s voice.
Guilt prickles itself around my head as I accept the perfectly smooth rock
that resembles a heart, the cartoon kind that decorates my baking apron and
forms the nose of his favorite stuffed bear.
“Thank you, it’s beautiful,” I say, trying to conceal my embarrassment. I
want to love the boy.
The wind picks up and blows dust into our eyes and coats the house.
Silently, I reach out my hand to the boy. He takes it without hesitation, and
I lead him back inside.
***
I stand over the sink pulling husks from corn as I cough. I can feel the grit
from the dust in my molars and under my tongue.
23
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"Davey, please go around and make sure our windows are all
closed,” I call.
I hear his footsteps trail into empty rooms. I shuck the rest of the corn
when the sound of a car door slams outside. My skin freezes. I drop the
unfinished vegetables in the sink, wipe my hands on my apron, and unlock
the front and screen doors, leaving them slightly ajar.
I turn my back to the entrance when I hear footsteps approaching. Quiet
and confident, they scare the utter shit out of me.
"Hi, honey," I call, straightening my posture.
He sets his hands on my shoulders firmly, and I beg God to take them
off. He kisses my cheek and walks away, heavy footsteps mixing with the
squeak of our old floors.
My husband’s low voice contrasts with Davey’s as they move to the
living room. The television turns on and a low, vibrating hum settles in the
living room. I expect to hear the theme song of Jeopardy! playing in the
background. It isn’t there.
I look up.
Across the screen, dozens of small headlines are swarming around the
broadcaster's perfectly smooth, raven-black hair. I notice that his face has
aged around his now-frightened eyes.
“Stay indoors, watch your surroundings, call your children in for the
night, and don’t open your door for strangers,” he says in a heightened
monotone voice.
“What’s this?” I ask, scanning the headlines for clues.
"A fourth woman has been found dead, and they now think a serial killer
is doing it,” my husband responds, eerily calm.
“It seems like a tornado is set to strike us tonight, so they’re worried he’s
gonna pull somethin'. Prey on people’s hospitality."
"We don't have any more emergency water," I say.
“I think we’ll be fine.”
“But what if we’re not?”
Silence.
I turn back around and busy my hands with raw chicken, hoping to
avoid making him angry. I stare into the pink flesh between my fingers,
desperately trying not to remember it used to be alive.
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He gets up slowly. Davey barely notices because his eyes are still glued
to the television screen, eager for his show to return. He walks towards me
until he is mere inches from my back.
“I’ll get the damn water. Don’t let anyone in,” he says.
I hear the front door close tightly and the screen door slap the doorframe,
settling into its posture. His truck starts, rumbling loud enough to hear from
the inside of the house.
It falls quiet as he leaves.
“Davey, turn that off and come and set the table,” I call. I want to take his
attention away from the man crying on the television screen who found his
wife raped and beaten to death inside his own home.
He listens to me for once and turns the television off, and the sound of
dust hitting the outside walls becomes clearer.
I turn on a radio, an old RCA that my parents got my brother for
Christmas as a teenager. It is ugly and old, but I know how all the buttons
work, so throwing it out feels like abandoning an old friend.
I find a station that plays jazz to relax me. I stick a large wooden spoon
in the metal pot and stir our dinner: a stew of vegetables that I grew in our
backyard. Local produce is scarce, so we try to grow what we can. I hold a
tomato in my hand. Small and long past ripe, I feel a bout of anger rise up
in me and I resist crushing it. I picture the juice running down my fingers.
***
I stand on the porch of our house and breathe in the spring air. The only
solitude I have away from my family is in my garden, a small patch of dirt
evenly divided with different green things sprouting from the earth.
I start my routine by pruning away the dead branches and leaves. I walk
first to the peppers and then to the zucchini. I finally notice that the branches
are bare and the goopy insides of the vegetables lay splattered across the dirt.
I set down my basket and kneel to the ground. Only the rotten ones were left
untouched on their vines. I hear a bird chirping close by and look to see its
head deep in a gutted tomato.
***
Davey finishes setting the table and I turn the heat off on the stove. We sit
across from each other and eat without making eye contact.
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“What puzzle are you and your father working on?”
“A one-hundred-piece one. The biggest we have done,” he says, with clear
excitement in his eyes.
I nod in agreement. It relieves me that they are close.
We sit in silence as we finish our meals. We both eat at a snail’s pace,
trying not to worry about my husband’s continual absence.
“When is Daddy getting back?”
“Soon. There probably was a long line of people getting supplies.” I absorb
his worry and try to bury it deep within myself. The wind picks up stronger
and I feel worried. I don’t know where the key is to our tornado shelter.
The wind howls outside, more violently now. Davey’s wide eyes meet
mine and I feel a twinge of sympathy.
“Let’s go to the shelter. Dad will meet us when he gets back with
the water.”
I set the now-empty dinner bowls back on the counter and begin
searching for the key.
Opening and quickly closing the kitchen drawers, I become more
frustrated knowing what is already in them and that it doesn’t include the
key. Finally, I find a wooden box sitting in the top drawer of our coffee table
and know this is where it is. I touch the lid and pause as I remember it was
his mother’s.
***
Before we got married, we used to sit on my future mother-in-law’s back
porch. She was sick, some type of cancer, and we would go over every night
after work to make her feel less lonely. His dad had died a few years earlier,
and she was alone with a house too large for the life left in her. My husband
opened up slowly and I memorized each new name he gave me like I was the
gatekeeper of his family stories.
He told me of the notes his grandfather left in his lunchbox, always with
some joke or drawing he saw on midday television. Soon, the drawings
became harder to make out, and soon his grandfather couldn’t hold a pen
altogether. When his grandfather died, a piece of him died too.
It took a while, but eventually he told me about his father. My husband
never took the impact of his hits, but his mom did.
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“She never said a word. All I would hear is—” and he smacked his
knuckles into his palm, making a fleshy thump, thump, thump sound.
“I never understood why she took it. Why she didn’t fight back.
Sometimes I feel like she deserved it. She would stand there, gentle as a bird,
and let him crush her.”
***
I take the key from the box. Silently, I reach out my hand to the boy. He takes
it without hesitation, and I lead him outside.
We dash across the yard feeling pulled and pushed by the wind. The boy
is squeezing his eyes tight and he is holding me. I take a second longer than
I need to pull out the key just to memorize the areas his tiny hands imprint
on my leg.
I open the shelter and usher the boy inside and seal the door behind me.
The boy sits on a bench and already begins to look around, shuffling through
the boxes looking for entertainment.
“Please sit still,” I whisper.
He sits and listens to the storm outside. The silence between us, mother
and son, is louder than the wind howling outside. I’m wondering where my
husband is, where his truck is, and whether I would hear it rumble back to
the house.
We wait for a while and I count the seconds, the Mississippis I say under
my breath becoming more and more slurred as the number grows. I almost
let them die out entirely when I hear a banging on the door.
***
The night he first hit me, I didn’t know what to think. I didn’t even know he
hit me until I saw the look in his eyes after; I thought my skin had burst.
I remember not looking at his face. His words morphed together, the
“shit”s and the “I’m sorry” and the “I don’t know why I did that” blurred.
He tried to kneel down to comfort me and I struck him as hard as I
could. He lost his balance and fell to the ground.
“Now we’re even.”
***
The banging continues on the metal door; muffled yells from a man’s voice
mix with the sharp metallic bangs and I try to think. I walk to the door and
hesitate, hearing the news anchor’s troubled voice ring inside my head.
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My head spins as I think of the serial killer preying on people’s
hospitality and how I don’t want to be remembered as the stupid housewife
that let evil come in.
What if he kills me and takes the boy?
The wind is violent outside and the tornado sirens sing. The pounding
continues and the voice outside is getting frantic.
He might be swept away by the tornado outside.
I picture him, flying high in the air, and quickly dismiss the thought with
a mental scold for being so childish.
He might move on, and we would be safe.
I picture my husband pulling up in his car and scaring the man off.
My husband.
What if the man trying to get in is my husband?
I smile.
I back away from the door and turn my attention back to the boy. He’s
crying, and I wipe his tears with the hem of my shirt. I pull his head into my
chest and hold him tightly.
“I’m gonna take care of you,” I whisper into his sandy blond hair.
I hear the boy breathing and can feel his tears wash the dust that coats
my skin. “You’re my boy,” I whisper.
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tisanity
the ghost of tisane pharisaism has lodged
in my collarbone; myself I watch
walking a spiral, spiced with fire.
it is her own
too-much; she knows no other way
than constant sorrow. so
if she can be
made whole, it seems, when he has hold
of her, that she must run
with him.
—down, down, around the wind
-chewed wall, through wind
-buzz, cavedark, sealap—down till
where the world’s tongues
loosen, every settled thing
liquesces, & with all the fires held close
in her hands, she plucks the live
electric fence—
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unclenching only at length
from around another greenfire
-glazed mug, the suncluttered table
a desolate plain, the bullseye bay
& looming ivy pots a wall
between dimensions:
to one of which (cold,
alien) his burning rod’s betaken him
with a pigbucket whistle for eggbearing maids—
(his/earth)mother whispers:
“just drink your tisane.”
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After the Mirages
After filming wraps on her cooking show, the former child star ditches
the crew and her producers and hails the first cab to the botanical gardens
without telling anyone. There, in the rainforest enclosure, she leans against
the catwalk rail. Condensation pixelates the domed roof. She’s sweating
through her shirt. The heat and the nausea from staring down into the pit of
broad-fanned leaves and the poison-bright blooms—the cruel beauty seems
right to her, familiar to her.
Through the dim doorways, two men blinker into focus. They cross their
arms and stare down into the green, the gnarled and spindling trees, the
vein-gorged leaves, the sap-sick humidity.
The first says, “These plants. Makes me think of—”
“Not this bullshit again. That was a decade ago. Mass hysteria. Like
anyone could just walk into another world with ghosts and shit everywhere?”
He combs his fingers through his hair. “Straight bullshit.”
She pushes back from the rail to better watch them.
“No, no. I was there. Mirages,” the first one says. “I don’t remember
if that’s what we called the ghosts or those other places. It’s a little weird
and hazy.”
She balls her fists. Those visions had evaporated from her life a decade
ago. She’s on the verge of shouting about the ghosts that helped her and
the others direct people back to this boring-A-F reality.
But then her phone judders with a text from the President
and Chief Talent Officer at her agency: He’s gone missing from the
practice studio. Again.
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She texts back: I’ll look into it.
Minutes later, the botanical gardens are vanishing in an Uber’s
rearview mirror. Did she really see that bickering couple? Maybe it’s
a cognitive suggestion, too much time on set, in the entertainment
industry’s replica of the real.
She knows where Uncle takes his unannounced “hiatuses” from the practice
studio: the sports bar across from the ballpark, on the last stool, a few feet from
the red-and-bronze neon of the jukebox. The President always apologizes for
foisting this responsibility onto her, but only her voice breaches the deathmetal riffs of Uncle’s nihilism. “You do enough for our careers,” she’s told the
President. “Let me take care of Uncle.”
She joins Uncle there, in the corner, in the jukebox’s liquid light. She
flags down the bartender, asks how deep Uncle is. “His tab’ll dig one of us
out of a hole,” the bartender says. Down goes the President’s Mastercard on
the counter. Now she’ll owe a string of apologetic texts. And the President
will shrug it off. As always.
“Uncle,” she says. His chin bristles against the tuft sprouting from the
collar of his T-shirt. At least he’s stopped layering button-down shirts: a look
that said YouTube conspiracy nut, not retired rhythm guitarist of PermaDeth.
“Uncle, isn’t it time for us to go?”
He chases his last shot of tequila with the dregs of a beer. God, he’s going
to puke in the Uber again.
“Uncle.”
“Sure, sure.” He squints at the mirrored panels behind the bar, but
whatever he’s looking for left a million frames ago.
She feels it, too: that long decade since she first stroked the open wound
between dimensions, its halogen-bright heat.
It was in a theatre. She’d had an audition for a stage show, a big change
from the children’s cooking show she helmed. Uncle had driven her and
run warmups for her in the car. She was on stage, tapping her heart, when
the house lights blew out. Like a Mason jar gone grenade in a microwave;
sparks skittered in the aisle. Uncle was gone. Everyone was gone. By the
orchestra pit the drywall was butterflied open like a chest cavity. The wall
pulsated like flesh.
Later there would be film footage: the knees of the cameramen and the
producers and the directors buckling, the heat visibly venting from their
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nostrils and mouths, their skin turning ashen. Her, from the knees down,
flickering by the halogen sore of the portal.
But the industry can make you believe anything in post-production.
Can make twelve-year-old her believe that she blinkered into a
dimension that mirror-imaged their own. That wraiths milled in the aisles
of the inverted theatre. That an ice-weighted gauntlet palled on her shoulder
the instant she materialized there. That the President and the others found
her. That they had allied with ghosts, let those spirits mirage them in armor.
She hates this doubt, but who were they, that they could staunch the
bleeding of these realities?
“Uncle stinks like a sewage drain, but he’s at his penthouse. I could pay my
rent with what he—”
“Don’t worry about it. How are you?”
“He’s clinging to a Big Gulp filled with Pedialyte instead of me.”
“That’s not what I asked.” There’s a tap, tap, tap, tap: the President
conducting his patience with metronome-even clicks on a retractable pen.
“I think about empty pitchers a lot,” she says. “How they tilt. How they
pour nothing. How ornamental—”
“Hm.” Measures pass, marked by the spring-loaded beats of the
President’s pen clicks. She hears whispers, a huff of confirmation. “Can you
get to the Café Sea Maiden?” the President says. “I can’t get away—I’ve got to
get into the Blue Room—but a friend will be there. I promise.”
The Blue Room: behind a cobalt door, made innocuous by its placard that
reads, “STORAGE.” A bureaucratic fetch-quest for the President, probably a
script or an old contract. If any of it had been real, her memories would still
be stowed there. All of the agency’s actors and singers arrayed in a crescent,
their shadows hazing out behind them like the heat lifting off pavement,
the shimmers of dusk-and-vapor twining into sinews, calcifying into the
translucent and armored phantoms bound to them by a symbiosis of souls.
The image reminds her of a childhood craft: fluorescent sand, layered in
a glass bottle.
The phantoms couldn’t be anything more than that. In the backseat of
yet another Uber, she mouths to herself: they’re nothing more than the
Easter-pink sand in a sleepy girl’s eyelashes.
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The Idol waits for her by the newspaper rack in the Café Sea Maiden. The Idol
camouflages her fame in pastel cardigans and knee-length skirts, same as the
book club women in a distant corner of the coffee house. Her wireframe
glasses enhance her anonymity. And the Idol’s marriage to the agency’s
President somehow makes her public appearances even more invisible:
scandal-free, doting, their love offers the industry nothing to scavenge.
This has never occurred to the Idol, and that’s why she loves the Idol in
a way that’s almost sisterly.
She lets the Idol treat her to a cappuccino—she needs the caffeine after
Uncle. The Idol orders herself an impossibly caloric drink: a somethingsomething caramel mocha mudslide with extra whipped cream. The thought
of that concoction: instant toothache.
Outside, they weave along the crowded sidewalk. The Idol swaps her
regular glasses for a pair of mirrored aviators. The lenses reflect parking signs,
storefronts, the downcast eyes of passersby. At an electronics shop, people
stare into the televisions mounted in the window display. On-screen, the Idol
(sans glasses) wears an organza dress in lilac; she sways with a microphone
stand and wire rigging reels her into a strawberry-plum stratosphere.
She tugs on the Idol’s wrist. “I’d like to watch.”
“Okay.” The Idol slurps her coffee, earns an indignant glare from a man
in the crowd.
When the single ends, the group hoots and claps. The Idol squeezes her
fingers. “It means so much to me,” the Idol whispers into her ear, “that you
wanted to stop.”
Behind her sunglasses, the Idol’s lashes brim with tears. The Idol is seven
years older—big-sister age territory, for sure—but this is real, her childish
yearning for approval. This, this is why she loves her friend, the Idol.
They hook arms; she leans her head on the Idol’s shoulder.
“We worry about you,” the Idol says. She and the President, the Idol
means. They detach from the crowd, wander past convenience stores and
record shops and boutiques, where the window-display mannequins wear
black cocktail dresses piped with neon. They stop at an alleyway, where a
theatre’s side entrance opens onto a row of dumpsters. The Idol presses her
palms to the brick. “Feel,” she says.
“Okay.” Beneath her fingers the wall throbs: dull, the scar tissue
between worlds.
“Can I tell you something? I’ve only ever told my husband this.”
Her husband. The President. Her heart dub-steps. “Sure.”
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The Idol takes off her aviators, hooks them through a buttonhole of
her cardigan. Her eyes are red. “Sometimes I want to cut open these sore
spots and go back in. He said he wants the same. He said, though, he’s pretty
certain that’s what you want, too, more than any of us.”
She nods but can’t follow up what the Idol just said. The brick pulses
quick as a defibrillated heart.
Ghosts image across a canvas screen and pursue her—young her, a girl
toeing the beam between childhood and adolescence—across a square. The
square’s statue, a general on horseback, stares after her.
The President has scored her a ticket to preview this documentary on
the incident. Hoping to coin a term, the filmmakers have dubbed it The
Dissolution. On-screen it’s midday, then suddenly dark. Gouges of silver
light punctuate the eclipse; the flaps of her reality are fileted open, pinned
in flesh-dark mounds. People crumple to the pavement or vanish. She
shoulder-jukes through them with a footballer’s panic, moves she must’ve
picked up from Uncle.
She braces the armrests. Around her, journalists scribble notes on their
legal pads. They nod and hm-hm in time to their pens. Oh, how awful it was.
Oh, how we still feel it.
She pushes out of her chair, but then she’s on the screen again. With the
President. (Her heart dub-steps. Her heart dub-stepped back then.) The Idol
holds her twelve-year-old hand. And the rest of them. Their bodies steam
with a gossamer light.
The sores of light flare and then they’re gone, absorbed into the
bloodstream of that other place. She slinks low in her chair. The documentary
speculates—gas attacks, mass hysteria, sewage fires, an aurora—but never
concludes.
Afterward, she mills about a reception for the filmmakers. She hadn’t noticed
the President and the Idol in the theatre; perhaps they’d only come for the
reception, but they scout the room and prey on any journalists who pester
her too long. No glasses tonight: the Idol’s on performance mode.
The journos’ interest in her quickly wanes. She retreats with a wedge of
strawberry cheesecake to the open bar, where she asks for a gin and tonic.
Without Uncle, she actually enjoys it. The bitterness pairs well with the
syrupy berries glopped on the chalky cake.
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The bartender asks her if she wants another. She says yes, because that’s
easier. She sips and tracks them by the swan-elegant bob of the Idol’s updo.
She doesn’t ask for the third drink, or the ones after, but those are given
to her, and then she’s drinking them, and then the President and the Idol are
looping their arms through hers, and then there are the neon streets and the
interior light of a cab, flicker-frail as strings of fairy lights in a garden, and
then the halogen haze of the tube lights over the table of a diner, and over a
plate of pancakes and sausage links and cheddar-slathered scrambled eggs,
awareness oozes molasses-slow back into her.
She bawls into a napkin. “Oh god, I’m so embarrassed. I didn’t—”
“No. We just…worry.” The President leans his forearms against the table.
His tie is loose, his collar unbuttoned, his brow creased.
The Idol takes her hands. The Idol’s wireframe glasses are on. The waitress
who refills their coffee doesn’t register her as anything special, even though
her single panpipes through the frail speakers. Her gown is rumpled, and
her mascara has run in tabby-cat streaks. “I know, baby,” the Idol says. Her
grip is sisterly: firm, but trembly. “I know.”
Late the next night, she lets herself into the practice studio with Uncle’s spare
keys. The computer in his office is still on, its fan humming. She hooks it to a
projector, cues up a slideshow from one of the agency’s recent presentations.
Uncle’s wireless mouse fits in her palm like an egg. She taps it and the
slideshow shutter-snaps and her breath clicks. Just look at them, each of
them. The agency’s Founder, returned to modeling, flaunting high-concept
dresses with scimitar-arched shoulders. The Action Hero, tuxedo-suave
against the hood of a soon-to-be-totaled Maserati. The Sensation, gusseted
and strapped from ankle to throat in buckles, crooning in a crammed
football stadium. The Starlet, her eyes jade tigers, preying on viewers’ hearts
in her Netflix crime drama. And the Thespian, who materializes for lead
roles in film-festival darlings and ceremonies where he lifts award statuettes
by their throats.
The projector blinks, then casts an image of them, all together, in front
of the Blue Room’s door.
For a week she chaperones Uncle to the practice studio. Mercifully, she
needed only a few intensive weeks to film an entire season of A Single Range,
her cooking show for single professionals with studio apartments and shitty
range tops. So, she can afford Uncle the time, but not the repeated stops
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in his penthouse. Open the door, and you’re greeted with a display case of
merch from her career: cell-phone charms, that little light-powered oven
that bakes treacly brownies, framed photographs of her and Uncle and the
pastel puppets from her first show’s rainbow-sterilized, safety-edged kitchen.
She wants badly to know that Uncle has smiled since those pictures. If he
always drank this heavily, she doesn’t want to know.
His students give nothing away. Their every stride cowers in time to
the big man, as he marches before the room-length mirror, counts off by
smacking his knuckles against his palm, and rails in a hundred-watt voice
amped straight from his PermaDeth days.
She leaves for a drink and returns after rehearsal. She taps at the open
door of Uncle’s private office. He doesn’t turn. Before him is a crescent of
folding chairs, a meeting convened with ghosts. “I’m afraid,” he says, “of
losing her the way we’ve lost all of you.”
The phantoms don’t answer and he jolts to his feet, his own chair rolling
back from him, and his fist syncopates against his chest. “Answer me,
goddamn you.”
There’s a faint whiskey smell: an open session with all the
spirits, apparently.
“Uncle,” she says, “Uncle,” until he quits drumming his chest and registers
her presence. “Uncle, I’m here.”
Even if they aren’t, she thinks. Even if they never were.
“I don’t know if I can talk to him about this. Him or Uncle. I just—a new
direction. Maybe out of the industry.”
“Would it bring you joy, baby?”
“Uncle thought he saw them. In his office. Chairs circled like an A.A.
meeting. He was yelling at them.”
The phone gurgles in her ear: the Idol’s chocolate-caramel heartburn,
slurried through a straw. “Can I make a teensy suggestion?”
“…Okay.”
“It’s the only argument we’ve had in ten years. My husband and me. We
weren’t sure if it’d help. Or hurt. Or both. For any of us.”
“What?”
“Go to the Blue Room,” she says. “That’s all. Just go to the Blue Room.”
The Idol says that only the Blue Room in the agency office remains; she
doesn’t believe that it even remained, but that’s where she finds the President.
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With each year the desertification of its magic must’ve burned more of the
paddock into the cinder blocks and wire shelving of a supply room. About
four feet in, the shelves smudge like a half-remembered dream on a sleeper’s
lashes, dissolve in a pattern of gritty shadows into the luminous space of the
garden. Its paths and patches of bloom circle a stone dais. A chunk of ruby
hovers over the platform, flickers like a bulb about to burn.
She can’t breathe for the air, a compound of pollen and bureaucratic dust
from the fading garden and the stacked banker’s boxes.
The President tilts a watering canister over the flowers cordoned off by
the flagstone paths. It will never be enough. Inches from the ground, the
water evaporates, iridescent and prismatic as LCD pixels. He glances over
his shoulder at her. “We thought you should see,” he says.
She uses the wire shelves as a banister, pulls herself closer to the
chiaroscuro partition between herself and the garden.
“Is it?” she says.
The President offers his hand. “Is it,” he says. “Isn’t it just.” And then he
pulls her beyond that gloaming between the office and this half-remembered
haze of blooms, and her heart dub-steps with her, as something like grass
cushions her feet, something like stone firmaments her soles, as she becomes
something like the dual heads of an axe splitting along the fractured grain of
a heartwood, as she hears a fairy-frail lilt: is it, is it, isn’t it, is.
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Swisher Sweet
That summer afternoon, we bought a grape swisher sweet to roll a blunt on
the balcony.
Atmosphere played in the car, and I wore a sundress like in the song.
Your hand between my limbs. I didn’t say no. The breeze blew and pulled us
forward into sacred ours and us.
That day we started forming our own world. The bare walls turned
lush with mushy bits of moss. Ivy tangles swallowed stale whispers. Dewy
grass in my mouth. Tumbles moved swiftly through the opulent newness. A
departed reality. At first, we didn’t notice the gaping holes we were craning
into ourselves. Ceremonial howls.
Then we tried to fuck and lick the holes away like young cats, and
sometimes that covered or distorted them up into moonlit shards of a starved
seniality, glittering liquid.
And everything in this thing we made had a rose pinned into it and
we couldn’t stop eating the pink dabbles and we couldn’t smell the cystic
growths proliferating underneath us, in our feet. Only tasting each other’s
warm skin and storing ourselves in boxes.
We slouched on the sofa like bad cursive, laughing ’til we cried, losing the
lines that brought us here, but so full of each other we didn’t see the bones
and bits of debris left around, not fitting in. Piling. We just kept inhaling
each other while drinking hours of television each night in the weeds.
Clipped by the experiments and the pushing and the yelling over futures
implicated in toilet paper rolls and dirty dishes and stacks of mail. There
were never any real flowers, just the ones you’d etched into the walls with
your hands and lips, ones I tried so hard to hear I cried for days.
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Decay and our bodies began to flood the space with such thick, vapid
detachment it became hard to move in the sludge. The ceiling shingled. All
turned such a pulverizing gray, zipping up back into us, distilled recollections.
And then I could no longer taste myself on your lips.
Only the coolness of humming ghosts. In my throat. Forcing me to pull
over and buy another pack of Swisher Sweets.
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Regina
Her name was Regina, Latin for “queen.” I was to take her into my home and
assume guardianship.
The executor showed me photos: Regina in the backyard, Regina
lounging beneath an olive tree, Regina with watermelon all over her face.
Medical records, I was told, would be mailed to me. “What’s your housing
situation like at the moment?” the executor asked.
“A ranch style over in Port St. Lucie,” I replied.
The executor raised her eyebrows and tapped her pen upon a stack of
sticky notes. “Not going to be too cramped, is it?”
I told her it would be enough.
I scribbled my signature on some documents, which the executor
notarized, and then was given an address in east Tampa.
“You can pick her up any time after three,” the executor said. She then
turned to her computer as if to indicate the conversation was over.
I’d prepared everything back at the house before I left that morning. I’d
gotten all of Regina’s favorite foods in abundance and of the highest, freshest
quality. I’d made sure anything upon which she could injure herself was safely
tucked away in the locked shed. I’d even repaired the cracked back patio, an
improvement about which, the executor assured me, Regina would not care.
All that is to say I was ready, and although I wasn’t exactly looking
forward to the first few nights, I was sure I could last long enough to make
the both of us comfortable. Though, to say I wasn’t nervous would have
been a lie.
When I arrived at the east Tampa address, a man in a green jumpsuit and
rain boots greeted me.
“You Allison?”
I told him I was, and then he and another man in a similar outfit loaded
a fifty-gallon plastic stock tank into the back of the truck I’d rented.
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“She’s all yours,” the man said, and then went back into the giant garage
attached to the Humane Society of Tampa Bay. When he was out of earshot,
I levered myself up into the truck bed and lifted the lid on the tank. I knew
what was inside. I’d been doing research for the better part of a month, since
the contents of the estate had been made public. Still, I wasn’t prepared for
her sheer size.
There sat Regina, a seventy-pound, fifty-three-year-old sulcata tortoise.
And according to the great state of Florida, she now belonged to me.
***
No one knew how long Aunt Constance had been keeping Regina. It wasn’t
until an email had begun to circulate among the family, outlining what the
attorney had deciphered from the will, that anyone had even heard of her.
We hadn’t gone out to visit Constance much after the settlement cleared
and she bought her five acres south of Kissimmee. Her foot had been run
over after a city bus driver fell asleep at the wheel. She had it removed below
the ankle and refused a prosthesis, favoring instead to hobble around using
a cane she claimed once belonged to Zora Neale Hurston. My brother has it
now. He uses it to shoo raccoons away from his chicken coop.
Compounding this absence was the fact that, close to her fortieth
birthday, Constance forbade people from visiting her property. A phone
call would suffice, she wrote in a series of postcards sent to her nieces and
nephews. As a kid, visiting Constance meant enduring her rapidly fluctuating
mood. She would watch television and cry over the Clinton impeachment
hearings, then turn around and throw a tennis ball at the garage door with
us for an hour, wheezing through laughter. I know now that she suffered
from bipolar disorder, but my family, especially my mother, her sister, aren’t
the type to confront the uncomfortable. So Constance slipped into the hum
of the background, occasional birthday presents received weeks late in the
mail, until she had a brain aneurysm in her sleep.
“I don’t know how to take care of a tortoise,” I told my mother at the
memorial. We were all at Constance’s house, which was surprisingly bare
with nothing on the walls and simple, minimal furniture. She’d wanted her
ashes spread throughout her garden. Animal Control picked Regina up
shortly after her death, and the only evidence of her presence was piles of
desiccated scat dotting the property.
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“I didn’t know how to raise a daughter, and look how you turned out.”
My mother popped a cocktail meatball into her mouth and left to greet other
relatives. I couldn’t tell if she was being sarcastic.
***
I paid the neighbor boy ten dollars to help me move Regina into the backyard.
“Is she going to bite?” he asked.
I told him no, but truthfully I wasn’t sure. The only pet I’d ever kept was a
betta fish as a kid, which I didn’t even name before accidentally overfeeding
to death.
We each lifted a side of her massive shell and deposited her into a
wheelbarrow, from which she made drawn-out hissing sounds. We carted
her through the side gate and deposited her unceremoniously beneath a
dying fig tree, tipping her into the dirt. I gave the boy his money and he
walked backward around the house, watching Regina intently as though she
were going to chase after him.
I’d gotten my house in the divorce, which included a half acre of untamed
palm and hibiscus and white birds of paradise. It would be, I was informed
by countless internet forums, a perfect habitat for Regina. A drained water
feature sat in the far corner, yet another thing on my growing to-do list.
Regina had pulled herself into her massive shell, the top of which
was worn down as if by sandpaper and patterned in concentric, rounded
squares. I crouched beside her and waited for a sign of life, for her to poke
her head out and meander from shade to shade, but for a long while, nothing
happened. I sat watching for so long I could feel the skin on the back of my
neck starting to burn.
Worried she might be dead, I tapped against her shell with a fallen
branch, which brought forth more hissing from the darkened cavity
where I knew her head to be. I sat back on my ass and surveyed the
yard. I’d installed a low fence made from cinder blocks and removed the
underground sprinkler heads, which I knew Regina could burrow into and
sever, drowning herself. I’d planted prickly pear along the back wall of the
house, which I knew she would eat, and cleaned the cat shit laid by strays
in the sandbox left by the previous owners. It was the most effort I had put
into anything in quite some time.
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Content that she would come out when ready, I waited a few minutes
more and then left her alone, confined in her shell like a ship in a bottle.
***
Sipping Diet Coke over the sink, I watched Regina mow the grass for the
tenth straight day. Seemed all she did was eat and sleep and defecate. In that
way she wasn’t unlike a newborn. At night, I would make sure she was safely
corralled into the doghouse after I got home from Antonio y Cleopatra, a
dive downtown where the laid-off newspaper reporters congregated. I was
still working for the Treasure Coast Palm, but I found the dejected reporters’
company enjoyable. If they resented my presence, I didn’t care. I was newly
single and could handle my liquor.
I took my laptop out onto the back patio and worked the rest of the
day in the sun, editing lifestyle features for the Sunday edition. Regina had
quickly decimated the cactus I’d planted, and I made a note to stop at the
Mexican grocer at some point and buy more.
I checked my phone for missed messages. I was anticipating a call from
a wildlife preserve in Fort Myers which had responded to my Craigslist ad:
"Female Sulcata Tortoise to a Loving Home." After only a few days, I could
tell I wasn’t prepared to care for Regina. Not because I wasn’t dutiful. If
anything, I was too attentive. I would wake up and look out the bedroom
window to an empty yard, gripped with anxiety that would only abate after
scouring the bushes for wherever Regina had hidden herself. Even then, I
wouldn’t be completely convinced until I could nudge her with the tip of my
shoe to compel a sign of life.
I knew she couldn’t escape; I’d done my due diligence. Still, the image
of her insides spread out beneath the wheel of some tractor trailer kept
me constantly checking the security of the gate latch, her hideaway in
the doghouse, that the neighbor’s terriers hadn’t dug holes beneath the
chainlink fence.
Then there were the burrows. Regina was in the habit of digging herself
into the earth and nesting, coming out only to eat or poop. A ring of her
dried droppings lined each subterranean warren. In the first week alone she
dug three, and every morning I would gingerly stick my fingers inside to see
if she was there.
It got to the point where I was devoting nearly two hours a day to
checking on her: making sure she had enough food, clean water, and that
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she hadn’t gotten herself flipped over or stuck somewhere or bombarded by
the neighbor’s toddler who liked to throw his toys over the fence.
So I placed the ad, hoping someone would come and take Regina and,
with her, my bottomless worry.
This anxiety was, I suppose, the reason I was reluctant to have kids with
my ex-husband. That and his alcoholism. I wouldn’t want to subject anyone
to that toxic combination. I was nearly done proofing a piece about how
to make your home more energy-efficient when I felt something prodding
my bare foot. I lowered the screen on my laptop and again felt the nudge of
Regina’s scaly head, begging for attention like a puppy. I waved my hands
to motion her away, but she persisted, pressing the top of her head into my
foot to the point that it pushed my chair back slightly. I set my laptop on the
ground and bent down to eye-level with her, watching as she tracked the
movement of my fingers.
I’d been reticent to engage much with Regina, even more so since I posted
the ad. I was always quick to form connections, to bind things to myself in a
way that, if sundered, would leave a jagged void.
When Constance died, she left me no money, no jewelry, no family
heirlooms. Just Regina, the closest thing she had to a child. Sulcata tortoises
can live to be 150 years old, so, barring mistreatment, there were few
scenarios in which Regina wouldn’t outlive her and, most likely, myself.
Looking at her now, overbite like a bird’s beak, eyes surprisingly human,
I felt compelled to reach out and touch her. I scratched the skin beneath her
chin, and in response she extended her neck into my palm. For a moment,
we sat there, gazing at one another as crows sang songs to one another in the
background. Then, her needs fulfilled, she turned around and began to eat
her way across the yard.
I sat back down and checked my phone. No missed calls. I picked my
laptop up and began to mark up a story about a new coffee shop downtown,
looking up occasionally to watch Regina move a little bit farther away on her
course to taller and taller grass. I began to read the article aloud, as though
relaying a bedtime story to a young child, and I thought maybe I saw her
stop and raise her head.
***
The wildlife preserve told me they needed time to set up an enclosure for
Regina and wouldn’t be able to pick her up until the following Sunday. This
meant that I would need to care for her another full week.
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We’d fallen into a routine. During the day, I would lounge on the patio,
sometimes working but more often reading to her from whatever happened
to be in front of me. Sometimes that was rough drafts of articles, sometimes
it was a novel I was restarting for the fifth time, and sometimes it was my
social media feed. Often it was all three on the same day.
“Tommy Rutkin lost all that beautiful hair,” I said, going through photos
from a class reunion I had missed. I turned the phone screen around to show
Regina so we could mourn.
When I tired of sitting or my drink ran out, I would follow Regina around
the yard as she ate. Everyday she guided me into a stand of red fountain
grass, where she visited regularly. She had haunts, and she was allowing
me entrance. When she stopped to rest, I would sit and stroke her shell if
she permitted it. And talk. About anything. I told Regina about how I felt
minimized at my job, about how I’d recently stopped shaving my legs, about
the bath towels I was thinking of buying. “Organic cotton, grown in this
specific region in Turkey,” I told her, to which she responded by tearing a
dandelion out of the ground.
I didn’t tell her about my ex. I’d spoken too much about him over the
last few months to anyone who would listen. Now, in possession of a totally
captive audience, I didn’t feel compelled to darken the skies with his presence.
Instead, I asked about Constance.
“Were you close?” Regina, of course, couldn’t answer, but I continued
to probe. “What did you two do together?” And then, “What was she like?”
I knew so little about Constance, due in no small part to the way she was
referred to by my parents as “a little off.” But here, in Regina, I had a ledger of
her experience. Regina, who I am sure she fawned over and adored, and gave
everything imaginable. She was cared for by someone who herself received
very little care: a vessel into which Constance could pour her bountiful,
cloistered love.
“Are you aware that she’s dead?”
I thought I saw Regina stop chewing and rest her head on the ground as
though burdened with the discovery of loss, but can’t be sure if this actually
happened. It could simply be that she was done eating.
I raked my fingers over her shell and then pulled the frond off a nearby
fern, which I extended to Regina as a kind of solace. She accepted it eagerly.
***
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Dean had bought me a few drinks, and I’d been in a mood all week, so I
let him come home with me. He’d been the Palm’s assistant photojournalist
until he got laid off. Now he took senior portraits, often using my backyard
as a shooting location.
We were making out through the front door when I put my finger
between his lips and mine.
“I need to check something first.”
“Everything all right?”
“Yeah, totally fine.”
I took the flashlight from the kitchen table and ventured out into the
backyard. I swept the beam across the yard, searching for Regina so that I
could move her into the doghouse for the night.
“Do you have racoons or something?” Dean was leaning against the
sliding glass door. He’d pulled a beer from my fridge and cracked it open.
“No, I’m looking for Regina.” I was more than a little drunk and stumbled
through a low palm, pushing the fronds out of my face. My car was still at
the bar and I’d have to make the hungover bus ride tomorrow to retrieve
it. Unless Dean was still around, in which case I would make him drive me
after breakfast.
“What’s a Regina?” He was behind me now and offered me a cigarette,
which I declined.
“That is a Regina.” I maneuvered the flashlight beam onto her shell, which
was nestled between two trees. I handed Dean the flashlight, swapping it for
the beer, and told him to follow.
“You have a pet turtle?”
“She’s a tortoise.” I grabbed the shell on both sides and oriented her
toward the doghouse, prodding her lightly with the tip of my shoe.
“All right, then.”
We followed Regina for a while, steering her gently toward her house
and trying hard to avoid burrows.
“I’m losing my buzz, give me that,” Dean said, motioning to the beer.
“Can’t fuck me sober?”
He playfully shined the flashlight in my eyes, or I thought it was the
flashlight. In reality, someone had pulled into my driveway, their headlights
blinding. We both heard a car door slam.
“Are you expecting someone?”
I was going to tell him no, but then Alan was at the back gate inelegantly
banging against it with his whole body. “Allison! Ally, I know you’re there!”
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I handed Dean the beer and pointed him to keep herding Regina to the
doghouse. I got to the gate just as Alan managed to open it. He smelled like
weed and lemon gin.
“You get a new car?” Alan asked. “Never figured you for a hatchback.” The
idling of his engine hummed in the background, his headlights illuminating
him from behind like some kind of drunken angel.
“What do you want, Alan?”
“I’ve come to get something out of the shed.”
“Then you can come get it in the morning.”
“It’s my property. I can come get it whenever I want.”
I felt the heat of the flashlight’s beam on my back, followed by the smell
of Dean’s Old Spice.
“Everything okay?”
“This who you’re fucking now?” Alan was smaller than Dean by quite
a margin, but he was also sauced, and I’d seen firsthand how fearless that
made him.
“Excuse me?” Dean stepped beside me and set his beer on the ground.
“It’s fine, Dean, really. Go inside. I’ll be there in a minute.” I gave him a
look as if to say let me handle this, which he understood and walked back to
the house, though not before retrieving his beer and downing it.
“What’s so important that you need it at this very moment, Alan?” The
humidity was drawing sweat from my body and I began to smell like vodka.
He maneuvered past me, tripping slightly over his own feet, and walked
off in a lopsided way in the direction of the shed. “I’ll know it when I see it.”
I knew from experience that it was better to let Alan tire himself out
on his own. In that way, he acted as the child we never had together. So I
ignored him and left him to rummage. Nothing in the shed mattered much
to me anyway.
Dean left the flashlight on the patio table, but upon swinging it back
across the yard, I couldn’t find Regina. Over two weeks, I’d learned she could
be surprisingly fast when she chose to, and I groaned at the idea of having to
locate and direct her back to the doghouse again. Especially while Alan was
here, rooting through the shed using only his cell phone for light.
I looked through the sliding door and couldn’t see Dean. Perhaps he
was up in my bedroom already, snooping in my medicine cabinet, my
underwear drawer.
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On impulse, I shouted Regina’s name as though calling after a wayward
dog. I spun quickly in place, tonic water sluicing in my gut, and saw that
Alan had left the gate open wide. I ran out into the front yard and searched
the street, the driveway, beneath Alan’s Camry. I called out again, this time
catching a crack in my voice; vocal folds slapped together like colliding
cars. Lights went on in the house across from mine and I retreated to the
backyard, securing the gate behind me.
In the moments that followed, I thought not about Regina, but Constance.
It was a specific memory that played, one that hadn’t come up in many years.
I was five, maybe six, and my mother had left me at Constance’s apartment
in Tampa so that she and my father could go furniture shopping.
We sat at her dining room table and cut photos from magazines. It must
have been Christmas: I remember the radio on, sleigh bells in every song.
“We take things that represent our dreams,” she told me, “and affix them.
This makes them real.” I pasted my selections—a pebbled beach, a white
horse, a pair of chefs pulling taffy—onto a cardboard box Constance had cut
up for me.
She told me she had been speaking to someone very nice over the phone
lately—a preacher, you might call him—who was helping her to achieve
her desires. “He is very good, and I already feel so much better,” she said,
maneuvering her scissors through a page of Eating Healthy.
When I finished my collage, I sat it next to my coat so I would remember
to take it home with me. Constance, on the other hand, never finished hers.
She became distracted by the way her chair failed to sit level on the floor and
had taken it along with a coping saw to the parking lot in order to “jigger it
straight.” Her cuttings littered the table, and in them I saw a theme: families.
Opening presents around a birthday cake, cheering at a football game,
marveling over the cheese melted on a plate of nachos: all images of mothers
and fathers, children, together. There were easily twenty clippings, all taken
from a stack of Redbooks. By the time the Transformers I was watching had
finished, Constance was back in the apartment, the chair nicked in places
but still wobbling, her attention now consumed with removing hard water
stains from her sink. I wouldn’t see her again for another six months at
Thanksgiving.
“Don’t point that thing at my fucking face, Christ.” Alan was walking
toward me, a golf bag slung over one shoulder, further unsettling his gait.
The clubs clacked together with every step.
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“Okay, you have what you wanted, now you can leave.”
Alan walked past me, then turned around, thrusting his finger in
my face.
“You’re still a whore, aren’t you? I mean, what has it been, three months
and you’re already bringing guys home? You just couldn’t wait, could you?”
“You’re drunk.”
“Fuck you.”
I heard my bedroom window open. Through my curtains sucked into
the night, I could see Dean watching. I turned back to Alan, who noticed
him too. With the flashlight pointed down I couldn’t make out his face. It
was simply a void eaten by shadow. He flipped Dean the finger and then
began to walk away. Though, just as I was about to resume my search, I heard
the clubs hit the ground, the sound of golf balls clicking against one another.
Alan was face-down in the grass, but soon got up, club in hand.
“The least you could do is get the rocks out of your fucking yard!” With
each word he brought the club down onto a dark mass on the ground. There
weren’t any large rocks in the yard. I’d cleared them away before I brought
Regina home. When he was finished venting his frustration, he threw the
club at my feet. The shaft was bent and the club head dented. I stared at it
for a long while, long enough that by the time Dean was leading me back
into the house, Alan had long since left. I’d dropped the flashlight onto the
ground, and through the sliding door I could see a projected shadow on the
fence outside, curved and unmoving.
***
My mother came down to help me bury Regina.
We’d thought to cremate her and spread her alongside Constance, but
the vet told me the price for the service was by the pound. “You’re better off
burying her yourself,” she said. “Good for the soil, too.”
I dug out one of the burrows to fit her body. The plentiful feces that
she had deposited around the opening had started giving way to pink and
purple flowers.
I hadn’t heard from Alan. I didn’t expect to.
“Do you want a marker of some kind?” my mother asked.
“That’s okay.” We were standing over the spot I'd only recently filled
back in with dirt. “I feel like I should say something,” was the last thing I
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said before we jointly decided to go back into the house. My mother brewed
coffee while I sat at the table scrolling through my phone.
“I don’t know if I should tell you this,” she said, sitting beside me.
“What?”
“Well, we were going through your aunt’s house, getting ready to put it
on the market, when we came across something in the backyard. It’s eggs,
four or five of them. Found them buried in the dirt by the fence. I wondered
if maybe you wanted one.”
I thought about it for a moment, about whether I cared enough about
Regina to raise her children. I thought about the hurt that came from losing
her. But then I remembered Constance, and how happy she would have been
to hear that news. I told my mother I’d think about it, and we sipped coffee,
watching while squirrels pillaged the birdfeeder.
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Avert
a story told from one eye to the next
turns its content away
after the meal of fishbone
lies wet on dirt shadow
lift of light glimp
a lodge of warm salvia
purples against
gummy hidden irrigation
one sees through cough the mist
around a tree spider
ghost veining
what drought ferries
but won’t take
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The Vole
For most of the day and night, yesterday, it snowed. And this afternoon
I’m walking with my parents’ dog along the woodline to the rear of their
property, staring around at storybook spectacle. I am again living here. I
can’t say how long. It’s barely below freezing out, with no wind to speak
of, no sun, my footstep sounds the muted crushings of snow that wants to
squeak but can’t, fat fingers of the moisty stuff balanced on even the frailest
of twigs, snow drawn like heavy lace across the light architectures of leafless
bushes and knots of grass. Here and there it helps ragged-sleeved evergreens
do their best wizard sendups. Once, my friends and I might have spent a
whole day battling characters like that. Now, in a pair of Dad’s fuzzy green
chore gloves, I claw up a fist-sized snowball and throw it at a cedar tree. The
bomb lands with a silent disappearing a few feet short, and I look around
to see that nobody else is here to explain the sudden warmth in my face.
As I start back to my parents’ gray-blue house on the hill, their old, orange
dog, Buddy, catches up to me after his farther-into-the-woods ranging. I
see something in his mouth as he trots past. Whatever it is, it’s dark, small.
A worry tingles through me. When I call to him, he glances back but keeps
on trotting. Patting my thighs with a loud clapping, I call again, firmer. He
pauses, seems to consider his options. Then turns and is coming to me with
a buoyancy as if he was just kidding before and obeying was his plan all
along. “Drop it,” I tell him, his gentle dealings with past animals making
me feel this one might be alive. He tries to duck his face between my legs,
as if to hide the body plainly jutting from his mouth, its two feet and short
stick of a tail seeming to have moved slightly. I lower my hand near Buddy’s
jaw, hoping to pry the creature free without harm. But Buddy jerks his
head away, taking the body deeper in so that I figure it done and just let
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him walk off with it. Following him alongside the vast stubble field, some
brown, rattle-dry soybeans hanging on, I pack another snowball and toss
it at him. And miss by a mile. Almost laugh. Buddy slows, not a hundred
feet from the house, and casually dips his head as if to kiss the snow. Then
he jogs up and raises his leg to a rusty barrel standing where Dad planned
to put a firepit. Thinking to scan backward from there, I see the dark speck
that is the animal Buddy dropped with his “kiss.” I move to it, my footsteps
growing louder. What a story I’ll have if the creature can rouse and quickly
tunnel under the white cold, no doubt hoping to scuttle back down the field
through endless halls of damp grass to tell a whopper. It can’t, though, I see
now. It just lies there, charcoal-gray and weightless on the surface of the
snow. I stoop and press a baggy, damp glove finger in a pumping motion
on the satiny, slobber-wetted fur of the vole’s chest—one, two, three. Then,
again with that one glove finger, I roll the spongy body back and forth, back
and forth. So at least I can feel that I tried something. With this tiny little
life. (Will its billion family members wonder where it is? Will they expect
it home? Can they? Must we connect everything to us?) But my half-trying
can’t start a heart. The animal’s not moving enough even to be prey anymore.
So I leave it, and walk to the concrete pad just back of the attached garage
and stomp the clinging snow off my shoes and pant legs with an echoing.
Then I let Buddy into the house also (his nails clicking lazily away across
the linoleum as I take off my shoes and coat and stocking hat), because this
is what he knows now. Feeling too hot suddenly, desiccated, as I walk to the
wide office window and gaze out over the field, I hear Mom call to me from
the bright kitchen. In three days, I’ll have to look to shadows for even a dull
glimpse of snow. But will I go to the trouble? When I was a kid, it lived out
in the open forever.
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Adrift in Black Mustard
I had just spent every night of the previous five months removing microscopic
white beads from inside white and blue pill capsules. Every fourth night I
removed two additional beads until they all ran out. There were hundreds.
It was maddening to count out each night, but I wanted to be medicationfree and this was the tapering-off plan instructed by my psychiatrist. After
sevenish years of taking a daily mood stabilizer, I had a burning curiosity to
be home alone, no added chemicals.
But no one and nothing prepared me for the beast that is withdrawal. I
couldn't sleep, eat, or focus. I couldn't follow through with a plan, nor could
I feel relief from canceling plans. I did a lot of three- or four-day work weeks,
and on the days when I called in sick, I walked around Hollywood for hours.
I was impossibly restless, and no matter which way I turned, life was flawed,
heartbreaking, and pointless. Music sounded shrill and I had a perpetual
sour taste in my mouth. I had brain zaps, brain fog, and disturbing thoughts.
I didn’t act, think, or feel at all like my familiar self.
My outward composure deceived those who didn't know, and it
convinced the few family and friends who did know that I was just anxious,
depressed, and cranky from the constant electric shocks in my head. As if I
was having a mood that could be relieved by platitudes like, “Tomorrow is
a new day,” or, “Be thankful you have people who love you, a roof over your
head, and money in the bank.” As if withdrawing from a selective serotonin
and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor antidepressant, one of the most
addictive prescription drugs, is just an unpleasant sensation that can be
controlled at all. Even doctors cannot predict how long it will take a system
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to recalibrate. Withdrawing is a matter of rolling the dice, which is scary
when you're the one shaken up and tossed around, left to wonder if you will
ever land right-side up.
I routinely hiked Runyon Canyon because it was walking distance from
my house. Each time I went up the mountain, I tried to avoid the sight of
the amorphous grid stretching below because it looked flat and congested.
From my bird’s-eye view, Los Angeles looked dried up, which made progress
feel unreachable. When I turned bends and I accidentally saw the city down
below, I was all the more determined to keep focus on the bushes. Bushes
of knee-high weeds crowned by tiny yellow flowers. They are called Black
Mustard and they resemble elongated lollipops. News reports called them
invasive and threatening, a harbinger of the next fire season. But I find
flowers and the sight of roots sprouting up from soil to be encouraging, so
within their pervasiveness, I felt a release from all the thoughts about the
medications I was taking and not taking, from the search for success and
defining whatever that meant.
On one Saturday afternoon hike, I gathered a couple of Black Mustard
stems, a few stocks of Green Fountain Grass, and some other purple
flowering weeds. I envisioned placing the arrangement in a narrow glass
vase on my kitchen table. They would be pretty for a few days, and that
sounded propitious.
On my way down the mountain, I passed a woman who noticed my
collection and then told her young son that if everyone picked flowers there
would be no more left for other people to enjoy. I looked at the arrangement
in my hand and admired my sense of proportioning. I did not feel like a
thief; rather, I pitied the boy for having such an annoying mother, a try-hard
woman made sadder by her neon athleisure combo set. When I imagined
her falling off of the edge of the cliff, I got angry at myself for having such a
cruel and violent vision.
I had not expected withdrawing from Cymbalta to be so difficult and
disorienting. I thought I would taper off and supplement my chemical
dependency with a natural and holistic approach. I thought I would selfregulate by eating healthy, walking for hours, and frequent yoga. I would
read books about mindfulness and keep rereading the stories I found
encouraging, which were tales of breakdowns and the subsequent recoveries
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made by people I admired. As clichéd as it was, I took comfort in knowing
that most of my favorite books, music, and art had originated from a place
of struggle.
My original withdrawal plan was to be supported by weekly visits to a
Venice bungalow where I sat on an embroidered floor pillow, speaking with
an enlightened Santa Barbara transplant whom I called my therapist. She was
actually an MFA dropout-turned-life coach, but she served alkaline water
and taught me how to trust the universe. It sounded doable, but after almost
three months of feeling like I had rotted from the inside out, I doubted that
my system would be able to balance out without the boost of prescriptive
medication. It was a disappointing probability that seemed increasingly
likely with each non-effective natural aid I tried: supplements, melatonin,
elimination diets, adaptogens, acupuncture, lavender oil, and more. It was
all to no avail, so I kept walking around, chasing the hope of progress.
The following Saturday, I set off for my hike in the late morning. The
sky was dark with clouds. Rain was imminent for another part of the day. I
felt dense with anger, like it was choking me. The brain zaps and insomniainduced achiness were particularly acute. No sense of calm was transmitted
by being among the wildflowers that day. But that wasn't news. I could not
rely on anything to provide relief twice over. I moved either one step forward
or six steps back, but there was always a chance to move one step forward.
I did not actually believe that anymore, but the people I trusted—my mom,
dad, and best friend Louisa—promised as much.
On my way down the mountain, I saw a card table beside eight folding
chairs, set up four on four, all of which were occupied. On top of the table
was a sign that said, "Free Energy Healing." I thought it was a predatory
move to set up here, at the foot of the trail where tired bodies passing by
already felt light and released. I should leave LA, I thought. When I was
almost passing the first chair, the furthest student chair emptied. I didn't
see someone get up, it just seemed vacant out of nowhere. A petite Japanese
woman in a Patagonia zip-up waved me over. I had to pee and I was getting
goosebumps wearing only bike shorts and a tank top, but I submitted and sat
down in the chair, because I had no reason not to.
She said her name, but her voice was too soft to decipher. She
instructed me to sit with my feet flat on the ground, to drop my head
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down and close my eyes, and to crescent my hands together in my lap.
She said she was going to transfer healing energy into my third eye
chakra, but she would not touch me.
There were birds chirping. I listened for revealing intonations in their
conversations, but I understood nothing. The wind moved in chilly drafts.
Distant voices of people who were not that far away from me spoke in
English, Portuguese, French, and Spanish. I was cold, and my neck strained
to stay in the hung position. I wondered how she would alert me when the
five minutes were up. I wanted it to arrive already. I kept reminding myself
to carry out my exhales.
“Thank you,” she eventually whispered. I lifted my head and looked at
her face. She bore no particular expression at all.
“How do you feel?” she asked. Her voice was so gentle.
“Nice,” I said. “Thank you.” I felt like I had no other option. Her serene
nature compelled me to be polite, though the truth was that I still felt just
as tight as I had before the session. I could combust at any moment. The
three chairs beside me were now empty, and all four healers were looking
at me, watching me, smiling. I couldn’t tell if I was their audience or if they
were mine.
“Where are you guys from?” I asked.
“Shumei Center in Hollywood,” my healer said. “Just down the road
on Franklin.”
“Oh okay,” I said with a feigned familiarity. Because they continued
staring at me but didn't say anything more, I felt invited to follow up.
“What's that?” I asked.
My healer, whose name turned out to be Hiromi, explained it as a
Japanese spiritual practice rooted in gratitude, giving love to receive love,
and the daily appreciation of art and cultivating organic food. The healing
nature of these combined pillars was complimented through the practice of
Jyorei, which translated to the purification of the spirit.
“Only through giving love to others can we give love to ourselves,” Hiromi
said matter-of-factly. “We can grow our capacity to love and be compassionate
towards ourselves if we give other people love and compassion.”
I was about to tell Hiromi that the people who know me well say I have the
opposite problem. They say it is no wonder I have almost exclusively dated
mentally unstable drug addicts because I am so tolerant of other people's
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quirks and forgiving of their limitations. Every time I have felt cataclysmically
betrayed by someone close, other friends said that I had not done enough to
protect myself. They said that again I had acted with too much compassion
to make someone else feel good, loved, and safe, and then I served too little
to myself. But I did not tell Hiromi about my reputation because now she
was talking about the garden at the house on Franklin, which I found a more
interesting conversation topic. She said they grew flowers, herbs, and all
kinds of vegetables. They had citrus groves and avocado trees. She practiced
ikebana with whatever she chose from the garden.
Now Hiromi was speaking to me in terms that I identified as true.
Gardening is meditative. Just the week prior, picking and arranging flowers
had quieted my mind. I like colors, balancing imperfect lines, and dirt
beneath my fingernails. I like witnessing growth; it is the reassuring evidence
that new possibilities are served with the progression of time.
“Would you like to go there with me now?” she asked all of the sudden.
My gut told me that this was not a plot of conversion or sex trafficking, so I
said yes.
We took off right then. On our way down Fuller, I asked Hiromi a bunch
of questions: where she was from (outside Kyoto), how she got into Shumei
(through her mother, ten years of Jyorei cured her terrible neck pains), how
long she had been in LA (four years), where she lived (Studio City), did she
hike (no, but she had an LA Fitness membership).
She asked me questions too: where I grew up (Studio City), where I live
now (a few blocks away in Hollywood), and if I garden. I told her my potted
herbs died, I would like to grow parsley but I was told it attracts rats, and I
maintain a thriving lemon tree at my parents' house. I could tell my earlier
enthusiasm about the Center's garden had given her the impression that I
was a much more serious gardener than I actually was.
A few blocks later, we arrived at the Center. It was a white, two-story,
Georgian-styled home situated behind an iron gate and thin hedges. The
house appeared stately on account of its size and architecture, but modest in
that it was clearly old and in need of a fresh paint job. As I followed Hiromi
through the driveway entrance, I felt a rush of vitality. In a lifetime of driving
Franklin, this house had never caught my attention. It made the unforeseen
visit feel destined, as if something good was about to happen. Standing
outside the front door of the aged house, beside a petite Japanese woman
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I had met less than thirty minutes earlier on the mountain, my upswing in
mood filled me with a sense of pride that I was taking care of myself, and
successfully so for the first time in months.
Hiromi jiggled the doorknob, but it was locked. She pulled a busy key
ring from her pocket and flipped through it. I had not been skeptical of her,
but I still thought it was a convincing look, as stacks of keys make someone
seem trustworthy and responsible. Her hair was loosely pulled back and
twisted up in a clip, and she was wearing flared jeans that were a little too
short. Hiromi had no discernable style—she reminded me of no one I
already knew—and I liked that about her.
Once inside, we stood silently in the entryway. The first thing I noticed
was that no overhead lights were turned on, and yet the house was filled
with light, I supposed from all the windows. I waited for Hiromi to take
the lead, to introduce me to whoever it was I could hear doing dishes in the
kitchen, to tell me if I needed to take my dusty sneakers off and add them to
the collection of shoes at the foot of the staircase, but she just stood there,
expressionless and entirely at ease.
For as far and as wide as I could see, the rooms looked bare, though
purposefully occupied in the way that homes are when converted into
museums. The embellished moldings and windowpanes were a bit formal
to stand beside a glass cabinet filled with bags of rice and pink Himalayan
salt—I almost felt wrong for bringing my nervous energy inside. I felt like
such a visitor.
“Would you like to see the garden now?” Hiromi finally asked. The
way she said it made it seem like we had been occupied ever since entering
the house.
“Sure,” I said. I followed Hiromi towards the back of the house, but
not without first stopping in the kitchen doorway. Hiromi introduced me
to the woman washing dishes, who made no indication that my visit was
anything out of the ordinary. The exchange was brief, most likely because it
was a narrow galley kitchen and there was not room for the three of us to
comfortably linger.
For the middle of Hollywood, the yard was expansive, but it was not
beautiful or lush, which I had expected based on the abounding pride
in Hiromi’s earlier description. Beyond a covered veranda, there was a
sloped lawn with a patchwork of thirsty, freshly mowed grass. Hiromi
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toured me around the beds of flowers, vegetables, and herbs. Things were
growing, but not in abundance. Fruit trees were randomly dispersed and
meditation benches were scattered about just as capriciously. Hiromi
looked around admiringly.
“Do you like green onions?” she asked me as we looked at bare tomato
vines. “Yeah, sure,” I replied.
Hiromi led us towards metal bins overflowing with discarded weeds. Out
from one of the cans, as if she knew exactly where it was, Hiromi pulled a
nearly two-foot-long green onion, crowned by a flowering bulb, and handed
it to me.
“From our garden,” she said. I assumed so, but I found it endearing that
she authenticated its origin. It seemed like a sign of innocence, and yet I did
not feel my typical, self-imposed duty to protect her from struggle. She was
managing fine without me; I felt relieved.
Up until the garden tour, I had trouble envisioning Hiromi’s life––leaving
rural Japan for Studio City, LA Fitness, her tranquility. I did not understand
how she spent her time, how she stayed neutral despite the ominous sky,
and at what point in the day she clipped her hair back and decided it was
enough. But when she pointed her undecorated finger at the squash and
cabbage patches, the sunflowers and peach trees, the mystery of this woman
faded a little bit. We both appreciated fresh fruit, vegetables, and flowers; we
shared a tenderness for cultivating our own. We shared an aptitude for being
delicate, merciful, and earthy.
When Hiromi and I walked back towards the house, two middle-aged
white people were taking pictures on the veranda. A woman leaned back
against the banister, posing as a man snapped photos of her.
“You here for Joan Didion picture?” Hiromi asked as we walked past
them. The couple said yes and Hiromi smiled.
As soon as we were back inside the house, I asked Hiromi what she
had said about Joan Didion. “She used to live here. With her husband
and daughter.”
An electric current ran through my body, as if my organs were outlined
by twinkle lights and, suddenly, they turned on. It was something like a
rush of luck. “She is my favorite writer,” I exclaimed. I suddenly understood
exactly where I was. This was the house on Franklin, the house Joan wrote
about in The White Album, a collection of essays that cover fragmented
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events from the summers of 1968 and ’69. A few weeks prior, I had seen a
theatrical performance of The White Album at UCLA, where the stage was
transformed into renderings of the actual rooms I was now in. It was the
eponymously titled essay in The White Album that I had been continuously
rereading throughout my detox, for I found a mirror in an excerpt Joan
included from her own psychiatric evaluation in the summer of ’68:
The Rorschach record is interpreted as describing a personality in
process of deterioration with abundant signs of failing defenses and
increasing inability of the ego to mediate the world of reality and to cope
with normal stress…it is as though she feels deeply that all human effort
is foredoomed to failure, a conviction which seem to push her further
into a dependent, passive withdrawal.
I had refused my parents’ suggestions/threats of my own hospitalization, but
I imagined a psychoanalysis of my condition would have resembled Joan’s.
Each time I read the passage, I took comfort in the fact that the description
appeared on page fourteen of a two hundred-plus page book. That meant
Joan was observed as “a personality in process of deterioration…pushed
into a dependent, passive withdrawal,” but she recovered enough for a
discharge, recovered enough to drive her white Corvette Stingray from St.
John’s hospital in Santa Monica to the house on Franklin. I had found it
encouraging that the following summer reverberated with such effect that
Joan wrote a book about it.
I glanced at the rooms around me, now unable to see them as the same
wanting rooms I had observed upon walking into the house.
Hiromi made a small sound, its volume just louder than a whisper. “I
show you pictures,” she said.
I followed Hiromi into the living room. The back-facing wall had tall,
narrow windows. There were two white couches and a rectangular glass
coffee table. The daylight spilling across the wood floor seemed like the
room’s main attraction.
We sat on opposite couches. Hiromi picked up a black binder from the
coffee table and handed it to me. Inside were plastic-protected, black and
white photographs of Joan Didion, her husband John Gregory Dunne, and
their daughter, Quintana Roo, all taken at the house. There was the picture
being recreated outside of Joan in a knee-length wrap skirt, half-sitting on the
veranda banister, photos of Joan sitting with her young daughter on her lap,
and many images of Joan and John in this same living room, smoking away
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days of writing, reading, and hosting, presumably. The pictures captured the
breezy, free-thinking spirit of Hollywood in the late ’60s. Joan always with
her hair down, always holding a cigarette. Her expression always fragile but
judicious, sensitive but in charge. That’s her irony: you want to protect her
and learn from her at the same time.
I told Hiromi how wild it was to be in the house. I skipped over the
psychiatric parallels and instead told her about the play. Hiromi said she had
never read the book, but there was a copy at the house. She retrieved it from
another room and handed it to me, as if to confirm this strange reality I had
wandered into. I flipped through the book, pausing on one of my favorite
passages: “So many encounters in those years were devoid of any logic save
that of the dreamwork. In the big house on Franklin Avenue many people
seemed to come and go without relation to what I did…I had the keys but
not the key.”
Now the house felt pure and tranquil, like the calm after a storm.
I wondered if Joan ever discovered this allegorical key or if she was still
searching for it five decades later. I got nervous that I was permanently
altered by my chemical dependency. My chest grew heavy with fear that
I was damaged, that I had gone askew from a particular fate. A fate that I
romanticized only because I would never meet it. The truth was that my state
off meds was untenable. I was trying to get on the all-natural tip, but I was
failing. It was embarrassing and shameful; it was the antidote to everything
that sunny Los Angeles celebrated as success.
“Joan wanted to get a lobotomy,” I told Hiromi. “She had debilitating
migraines. She thought they left her with a chemical inferiority, which is
crazy because she’s brilliant.”
Hiromi gave a sympathetic smile. “Would you like to see The Sanctuary?"
she asked.
“Sure,” I answered. At this point, Hiromi instructed me to remove my
shoes and leave them with the others at the foot of the staircase. A marble
sink the color of ballet slippers was fixed on the opposite wall. Hiromi
asked me to wash my hands and mouth before going into The Sanctuary. I
supposed it was a ritualistic cleanse, preparing me for I did not know what.
While climbing the stairs to the second floor, I pictured a barefooted
Joan taking the same steps, ascending to her bedroom at night, trying to
string together the logic of it all. I imagined the smell of jasmine from the
back veranda filling the house, a Leonard Cohen record playing on its B side.
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The house felt older on the second floor. There was a dull-colored
carpeting, for one, and the white walls were entirely bare, emitting a look of
neglect and vacancy. There were three doors, all of which were closed. The
one Hiromi opened was alone on the left-hand side. Perhaps it had once
been the master bedroom, but now it was The Sanctuary. Most things in the
room were beige. It felt vaguely old-folks-homey, but it looked like any hall
of worship, with neat rows of chairs facing a center altar, which was a light
wood podium adorned with a flower arrangement that Hiromi told me she
had made. I asked if the flowers were from the garden, but Hiromi said they
were from Trader Joe’s. On the wall behind the altar were Chinese characters
and a framed image of Mokichi Okada, or Meishu-sama, the founder and
leader of the Shumei organization.
“Please, sit,” Hiromi instructed me.
I chose an aisle seat in the second row. I felt it was located within a
respectful proximity to the altar, and yet its distance would still allow me to
have whatever experience was coming on my own terms.
“May I chant?” Hiromi asked me after shutting The Sanctuary’s door.
“Sure,” I said. She collected a folded paper from somewhere up front and
handed it to me.
“I will chant in Japanese, but you can say the words in English.”
“Okay great, thank you.” The paper listed phonetic English translations.
Hiromi stayed in the first row. I followed her lead as we bowed to
Meishu-sama three times, and then began chanting. I tried earnestly to stay
in sync, but after about eight monosyllabic, three-letter words, I was lost.
Listening along, I didn’t find the chanting particularly moving. It felt akin
to overhearing someone else’s phone conversation that isn’t very interesting.
Once Hiromi finished chanting, she asked if she could perform another
session of Jyorei on me. “It will be much more powerful in here,” she added.
I said yes because, again, I had no reason not to. I had long ago lost the
urgency to pee and I was enjoying Hiromi’s company. Maybe it was her zen
temperament, or because I found her mystique so intriguing, but around
Hiromi I felt an equanimity that I didn’t want to lose.
So I resumed position for my second session of Jyorei: my head
uncomfortably angled downward, my eyes closed, and my hands crescented
in my lap. I listened to the stillness surrounding me. With the essence of
nothing happening, I felt like my body received painless injections of fresh,
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uncontaminated oxygen. It felt similar to receiving an IV drip in that the
sensation was just barely cool, but reviving.
“Thank you,” Hiromi whispered to communicate the close. “How do
you feel?”
“Really calm,” I told her. “I feel like my shoulders have softened, and
the muscles in my forehead don't feel tensed at all.” This time I meant
what I said.
“Do you not feel calm often?” Hiromi looked and sounded perplexed, as
if she had never felt any way except calm.
“Not really.”
“Why not?” she asked.
Part of me was proud that I hadn’t let on any signs of my detox distress,
but very quickly the pride dissipated, and in its place I felt ambushed. It
wasn’t Hiromi’s fault. Her questions were logical advancements in our
conversation; rather, I had backed myself into this corner by being so open
to her questions all day. Up until this point, they had required only yes or
no answers, and I had replied exclusively with yesses. I had been fearlessly
willing to go where she requested and to seize what she offered. I had tried
out her methods as if they were free jeans that had potential to fit in just
the right ways. I was desperate to feel better, and there was hope for that in
the unknown.
Now she had asked something of me, and I was reticent to invest. It was
not a matter of trust or one of safety; if anything it was greed. I often find
myself halting when asked personal questions. I pause to evaluate the worth
in answering with emotional transparency and precision because that is the
kind of thing that tires me out. I want my effort to be worth it, and I typically
measure the worth by the response to my honesty. I want to be advanced in
thought, calmed, or complimented, but mostly calmed. I feel robbed when a
revealing story is followed up with ‘mmhm’s’ or incidental noises. But there
lies the risk, because the one thing I know to be an absolute truth is that you
cannot set expectations on other people’s behavior.
So there I was, feeling inchoately calm in The Sanctuary that may or
may not have been Joan Didion’s former bedroom, my bare feet tensely
scrunching the beige carpet between my toes. Hiromi sat in her front-row
seat, turned around and facing me. Her gaze felt like a warm spotlight I could
not avoid. My mind was racing with ways to alter my story to make it briefer,
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to rewrite it so that it was less dependent, less true. But the stillness of the
room was not abating, and if my time with Hiromi had revealed anything, it
was that silence was a current she could easily float in.
And then the possibility occurred to me that everything that had
happened so far, starting with the anger that had motivated me to hike, the
timely occurrence that the chair for Jyorei with Hiromi had opened in the
exact moment I passed by, the intersection of my garden tour with the photo
shoot on the veranda which led me to discover the history of the house, the
comfort I took in Joan’s ownership over her own mental struggles, the fact
that each one of these occurrences developed in such a way that provoked
Hiromi to show me The Sanctuary and suggest a second session of Jyorei,
and quite possibly the entire day, had been an accumulation of events leading
me to this exact moment; this moment which I intuited as hopeful.
It did not feel like a gamble as much as it felt like an arrival, so I opened
up to Hiromi. I explained the withdrawal and how it made me feel unhinged.
I told her it had me operating at a baseline of panic. I also told her what I had
almost mentioned earlier on the mountain, after my first session of Jyorei. I
explained my reputation, which is actually a valid account of my behavior. I
compulsively initiate rescues. My instinct is to take care of other people, to
devote so much of myself to making others feel secure and special that I am
left depleted of resources to spend on myself.
“I want people to feel good because I know what it’s like to not feel
good,” I said.
“Oh, you need balance,” Hiromi said with such simplicity, as if the
prescriptive cure was not only obvious, but it was singular as well. “If you
lean so far in one direction, you ignore the other side. You need to find more
balance in your life. You can’t lean too far in one direction, too far this way,
or too far over there. It’s good to be kind, forgiving, and loving to other
people, but you have to treat yourself that way too. When you feel balance,
then you feel good.”
“Do you feel balanced?” I asked, though of course she had appeared only
as such. Hiromi had a quiet but strong presence. She moved at a different
speed. She did not seem to experience time in the same way I have twentyfour hours in a day, seven days a week. Nor did she seem to walk through
space, stepping out left foot, right foot. Rather, she flowed onward like a
bowling ball gliding straight down the lane. No questions or pause for
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remorse, just forward. I could not imagine at all how someone like her would
explain a large-scale tragedy, but to my question she nodded yes.
“How do you stay balanced?” I asked.
“Jyorei. It’s a flow of energy. It goes in and out. We don’t stay fixed one
way, it’s a practice.”
I nodded, feeling as if I had awoken from an unintended afternoon nap.
The skin surrounding my lips, extending across my ears, reaching around
my head, covering my shoulders, elbows, and fingers, encasing my hips,
knees, and toes, felt united as one seamless layer. A penetrable boundary
that was at my will to open or close, resist or absorb, refuse or be infused.
With the message received, it was time to go.
I walked home from the house on Franklin with brain zaps and my
green onion. The sky was still grey, but its darkness was not pulling at me
like it had been earlier that morning. Instead, I felt jumpy and extroverted.
Something transformative happened during my time with Hiromi and I
wanted to stay out, to experience the refreshed outlook I had gained. It could
fade in seconds or minutes, or maybe I could hold onto it until tomorrow.
I went for a drive and ended up in Century City at my friend Mikey’s
apartment. When he suggested we watch a two-part Muhammad Ali
documentary, I said sure. I did not tell him that I had not been able to sit
through a movie in months.
As the documentary played, I did not get angry that I saw images and
heard talking, but I could not focus enough to string a story together. When
I left around midnight, the rain had finally come. I drove to a party in the
valley at my coworker Lisa’s house. When I got there, everyone was surprised
to see me; I had forgotten that I had called in sick to work the previous two
days. I said that I was feeling better, and in that moment I meant it.
Lisa showed me the chicken coop behind her pool. Madonna, a hen
who Lisa described as the frisky one of the brood, developed an immediate
attachment to me. Lisa said she had never seen Madonna look as calm
as she did while perched on my forearm. After the day I had had, I was
not surprised. I held my arm outstretched for Madonna for a good while
until it ached too much to maintain. When I relocated her onto a roosting
perch, she resisted leaving me with all of her might. I felt briefly sorry for
disrupting her peace, but I heard blues coming from the recording studio in
Lisa’s backyard, and I wanted to check it out.
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Itch
She is all chipped-tooth pacing disbelief
fine blue lines on an Oaktree in a forest,
where the humidity outpaces the sun.
We can’t rise higher than this: dirt-caked shins
and sliding egos, the thoughts seeping into
sunburned socks.
There are only so many safe places left,
so many working markers and unnailed windows
and manmade lakes.
We cut a tomato every night and call it dinner and
try not to outpace the cow pastures and used bras and
sweaty nights and acidic tap water,
but eventually someone comes to let us know
the world is burning. We’ve been watching the tide of ash
roll in from the back porch.
Each morning we count the trees that are left, we count
one another’s limbs and find we still have all our fingers.
I find she still has all her chipped teeth.
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If the world was ending, which it is,
I’d stay here.
Walk on wet wood with socks
still on and ignore the many ways my skin
still itches.
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I have been her kind
There's a girl here who
knows winter
and her visage
leaves a corpse-flesh
taste in my
mouth:
rotten, sweet soft spots
on fruit
and nowhere to go
but the ground
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A little more than two-thirds
Beth called it a “profound inertia,”
which sounded right enough
yesterday, several recipes ago.
There is nothing proud about this year,
the culling days where we moth to anything
that flickers.
I saw the moon in my windshield yesterday,
and I remembered the ocean, tasted something
salty on my chin.
I put food coloring in the challah dough
because I forgot to add the egg and yolk until
I’d already ground my jaw to dust kneading it.
(How do you forget the eggs you just pulled onto the counter?)
(Gravity.)
I wanted to make purple, but it looked
mossy green and gemstone-like, still hollow
when tapped. I could still rip the body apart.
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I’ve been doing this every morning since:
chewing pieces to halves, throwing halves out and
seeking good things to report on when called.
I made it like I taught myself. Did you see it, Mom? Tell your brother,
the cousins and cows that listen to me sing:
I am going to be (a) real (something) someday.
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In Search of Lost Faces
Two days ago, Isla buried her baby sister under the looping poison vine.
I held the girl, wrapped in white cloth, and I cried, even though I’d never
met Isla or her baby before. Even so, I felt she might know me. When Hog
nudged her into the downstairs room where the girls slept, she marched
right up and shoved the bundle into my hands, telling me that I was going
to show her where she could bury her sister, and with the dead girl already
in my arms and Isla looking at me the way Daddy looked at the foxhounds
when they fumbled a kill, how could I argue?
I took Isla back around the schoolyard to the old vegetable garden and
leaned against the grey, painted brick. The garden sloped into a wooded
ravine, thick with tamarack pines, but I stared down to my split canvas
shoes. They were festooned: leopard slugs drinking in the wet.
I had a life-sized doll made of hollow, pink plastic back home, and I
cried because Isla’s nameless sister almost felt the same, but with more
weight—all the muscles bunched and heavy and motionless. I tried to
imagine holding something else, a football or a loaf of dense bread, but I
could smell the girl’s shit, and my skin tingled, my hands shook. I wanted
to throw her into the trees. That made me cry even harder. Benny was right
to call me a savage girl.
Isla didn’t cry. She carved into the wet ground with an old dustpan,
cutting into worms with the green plastic and lifting slugs out of her
way with deft, practical hands. Her arms were slim like the bones in
a chicken’s wing, and she couldn’t have been much older than I was.
Twelve, maybe thirteen.
The hole was still shallow when Isla turned, one hand perched on her
protruding hip and the other out to me, hanging at the wrist. She looked like
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a marionette in her stained, oversized shirt. She wasn’t wearing any shoes,
mud puddled between her toes.
Hand her to me, she said, and I did.
Isla crouched down with the bundle in the crook of her elbow. The baby’s
head hung back at the neck, mouth and nose ridging the white cloth, and I
looked at my shoes and the thick, sinewy bodies of the slugs. With a thud
like a sharp intake of breath, Isla dropped her into the mud and smoothed
the dirt over her, pushing the soil deep down under her nails.
My hands continued to shake even though there wasn’t anything in them
anymore; there wasn’t anything in them before, or not as much as there
ought to have been.
Isla wiped her dirty fingers on the wet grass, transfixed by a long, pale
slug. I didn’t know where to keep my eyes, but now that the baby was in the
ground, I watched Isla as she lifted the slug, which drooped on either side of
her little hand. Her face was so calm that, when she pelted it at the nearest
tree, I started to cry all over again. The slug stuck against the rough bark for
a moment, pulled out of shape, and then dropped to the disturbed soil.
I slid back against the wall and curled my knees up at my chest; the
poison vine hissed against my shoulders, itched and burned. Isla’s toes
squelched in the mud as she slid to her shins. She had a vicious, accusing
look in her grey eyes, but she frowned softly and wiped my cheek, streaking
my face with mud and slug slime. Then she took me by the hand and led me
back into the school, where Hog would be serving supper. For the next hour,
the sweet smell of preserved ham made me wretch.
Days later, it’s like I’ve still got Isla’s little girl in my arms. My skin won’t
settle back down on my bones, I can’t keep my hands steady. But I’ve got
some lost faces that need finding, and I only know one place to look.
Four days ago, I arrived on a platform, though it wasn’t the one Daddy
intended me for. The train stopped and the men came in from their trucks
to gather up the little ones, and even though I hid myself under my seat,
one of them pulled me out by the wrists. He laughed at me when I kicked at
his shins, the sound sharp like the dry crack of cartilage. I didn’t consider
myself young, like the others, but his smile made me feel small, and the
slow slide of his eyes along my ribs—I was old enough to understand what
that look could mean. I’d had my blood, and Daddy’d explained about
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boys; even Benny wasn’t to be trusted, he told me, though I couldn’t be
convinced at the time.
The man kept his hand locked around one of my wrists and dragged me
out onto the platform, where the men sectioned off the boys and girls, lifting
them into the flatbeds of their trucks. The man had a large, fleshy head and
bright eyes that might have been pleasant once. I spat on his shoes, and he
whipped me through the air the way Daddy used to before dunking me into
the ocean, but there was only concrete here, the rails. He terrified me, much
as I kicked and bit at him. He pushed me into the group of girls still waiting
to be loaded up and driven away.
Some of the girls were crying, but others just blinked into space; one had
a baby in her hands—or could it be I’m imagining that now? I lost sight of
her soon as the men divvied us into their trucks.
The trucks drove in three rows up toward the mountains, all mist and
coated with wet. Ten girls, myself included, huddled in one of the flatbeds
while the men in the cab listened to the radio and smoked cigarettes. On
either side, another truck filled with children and, farther back, a dense
sheet of pine and cedar crawled up the mountains. Writhing brown spines,
skeletal boughs.
The roads, first smooth then gravelled, thinned, and the trucks split off
in different directions: the two with the girls one way, even higher up, and
the one with the boys tucked around a bend. From behind, one of the boys
looked just like Benny, but I knew it couldn’t be him because none of the
older boys had been on the trains.
Every bump on the trail sent shocks up my spine, the pop and thwack
of stones colliding against metal. There was a big thud from the other truck
and one of the girls screamed, though I couldn’t see which one. That truck
had to pull off to the side of the road and didn’t arrive at Hog’s place for a
couple of days.
I reckon Isla was one of the girls on that truck, but I can’t be sure.
Six days ago, Daddy set me up on a train going east. He said he wanted me as
far from the coast as I could get, that he’d be coming along after me as soon
as he could.
Aunty Lynn will pick you up at the station, he said. She’s got her cabin
up in the hills. Far, far from the coast. He didn’t say the last part, but I heard
it just the same. He patted my arms with his hairy hands and smiled. He still
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smelled like the hounds, though I’d heard the guns and was sure every one
of them got shot through the eye like old James promised, all the stragglers
nabbed by the boys.
Daddy kissed me on the forehead and got me settled into my seat. If
anybody comes for the train before your stop, go down into the baggage car.
He gave my hand a squeeze before he melted into the crowd of parents.
I went down to the baggage car soon as the train pulled out. It was cold
and there wasn’t any place to sit and I’m pretty sure I heard something cry
out when I opened the door, so I shut it back up. The baggage car was fit for
ghosts, not for girls with pulses, solid hands.
Eight days ago, the boys began their hunt, and Benny along with them. He
took Daddy’s gun without asking, and I helped him do it because he told me
he would come back and show me how to shoot. Daddy would never teach a
girl to shoot, but Benny would. Benny and I were only three years apart, he
being fifteen and an adult now. He treated me like one too.
Around midnight, I led Benny back behind the shed and crawled
through a hole in the wood just big enough for me if I squeezed. I unlatched
the door and let Benny in. Daddy kept his guns neat along one wall, though
I couldn’t see what use they’d be to him now. All the hounds were dead, and
he was sick from pulling the trigger.
Benny grabbed one of the rifles from the wall. I couldn’t see him smile in
the dark, but I heard his lips crack with dry spit and knew. I could see that
smile with my eyes closed.
It isn’t just your hounds, he said. It’s all of them.
All of them?
Benny leaned the gun up against Daddy’s working bench. Yeah. He curled
a finger at me to move closer and I did. His eyes were trained someplace
beyond my head.
What is it? I whispered.
He looked me full on then. Nothing, he said. A bird.
And it could have been, it’s true, but most of the birds flew away weeks
ago when the hounds first went crazed.
Benny, are you lying to me?
He pulled me down onto the bench, onto his lap, which was knobby
and hard. Never, he said.
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It was dark, but with the way the air moved about outside and the soft
shuffling sounds by the door—which could have been anything, I’ll admit—I
felt sure someone’s eyes were peeled on me, seeing much better than I did.
You sure somebody isn’t there?
Benny nodded. He slid out from under me and closed the shed door
back up tight. But just in case, he said.
He pulled a blanket out from under Daddy’s tarps and wrapped the
scratchy fabric around my bare shoulders. We should stay in here in case
one of the dogs comes back.
So you were lying, I said. You think one of the hounds is still out there?
Benny rubbed the blanket so it burned against my back and shoulders,
warm but with a sting.
They’ll probably be sending the girls inland soon, and the boys who aren’t
big enough to shoot, he said, hand still scaling my arm over the blanket. I’d
like to show you something before you go. Benny took his hand away from
my shoulder, and I pulled the blanket around me close to keep the heat in.
A misty light leaked in through the window and the cracks in the
wooden boards of the shack. Benny stood, mostly backlit in front of me, and
unzipped his pants.
It looks like a slug, I said.
Savage girl. Benny tucked himself back in his pants and brushed his
thumb along my face, smeared a little trail over my cheek.
Two weeks ago, Daddy let the dogs loose. Those scrappy foxhounds with
their yellowing teeth and deadly breath. Benny came by and chased them
out with Daddy, shooting blanks into the air to keep them going until
they were through the trees and into Dr. James’s property. Daddy’s hands
couldn’t keep his gun steady anymore, and he’d called Dr. James on the
telephone. He’d shoot them sure as daylight.
Benny swung Daddy’s dud gun around in the air, running and
yelling and calling out to the hounds and Daddy followed, a bellow
deep in his chest. If Daddy were a god, his lungs could make the whole
world shake.
That night, Daddy slept more sound, though he still tossed on the
couch in his study. I asked Benny if he was needed back home or could
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stay for some tea. And I got a good glimpse of that smile, the crinkle
in those cloudy-blue eyes. Benny was cool like an alder branch after a
storm and just as still.
The water on the stove rumbled and splashed up in the pot.
Pass the sugar, I said.
He did but looked out nervous through the windows the whole while.
He settled with some tea in him, and I told him he’d be free to sleep on the
couch in our living room if he wanted.
He asked that I come and keep him company a bit, so we drank the rest
of our tea in the living room, him sitting close beside me on the old couch
with the stuffing coming out in white tufts. It was one of those quiet nights
where every gust of wind leaks in through the cracks of a house like a sigh.
You know, I’ve got a sister about your age, Benny said and looked down
at me. His chin was rough with wiry brown stubs of hair and his eyes were
sharp; not like a razor, but like a wind-whipped piece of grass, something
you don’t expect to break flesh.
How come I’ve never seen her?
Benny scooched closer on the couch, which was fine because it was cold
and Benny’d gone warm. Heat came off him like a pulse.
Pa’s not letting her out at the moment, and he’s certainly not gunna let
her stay around here now she’s got the baby. Benny’s breath steamed in the
cool air.
I thought you said she was my age. I laughed a little, not because it was
funny, but because I didn’t know what else to do.
She is.
That’s a bit young, isn’t it, for having a baby?
I expect that’s what Pa thinks.
Why’ve you been around here with Daddy all this week if you’ve got that
kind of stuff going on at home?
Benny curled up on the couch then with his head snug in my lap. Pa
doesn’t want anybody around her, he thinks she’s a taint. His breath tickled
through the soft fabric of my sleeping pants and up across my thighs. I
stayed so still I had to remind myself now and again to breathe. But soon
enough, Benny’s breath got long and deep, and I slipped out from under
him and ripped up the stairs to my room. I bolted the door in a jitter, not
scared but buzzing.
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The hollow, pink doll was perched on my dresser, and I picked it up for a
moment. It felt so light in my fingers, like it might float away. Flinging myself
back onto the bed, I let the plastic baby soar through air. It landed on the bed
beside me with a soft smack, like the sound of lips parting.
A month ago, the foxhounds began to yap all through the nights. Daddy said
the last time he heard them so loud, the whole coast shook to the bones and
the lowlands flooded with ocean water.
But I’ve got an earthquake ear, he said with a wink. We won’t have to
worry about broken earth.
The earth stayed put like he said it would, but the dogs wouldn’t cut their
howling, and sure enough the quake came, just not the way folks expected.
The dogs got nasty, their mouths foaming and their pelts jittering like an old
tent buffeted in the wind, and all the birds flocked from the coast up toward
the mountains. You could almost smell gunpowder in the air, blown clear
across the water, though I didn’t know the scent offhand. Daddy kept us
both in the house as much as he could, but I snuck out for walks early in the
morning while he was still sleeping.
Daddy’s nerves had gone shaky remembering how his hands used to
hold a gun, not aimed at the foxes like they had been for the past thirty years
but aimed after men as well.
It was on one of these morning walks that I saw the girl down by
Benny’s place, huddled deep in the bushes. That morning, the hounds threw
themselves at the gates, snarling. Drool leaked from their pink, meaty lips
as I walked past them, across the wet grasses and onto the dirt road that led
to town. A cool, crisp breeze kicked back across my bare legs, billowed my
dress up. The mornings hadn’t been so nice and clean for weeks.
The girl was crouched deep in the bushes with only her white-knuckled
hand clearly visible, rung around a slender alder branch. She cried out and
I paused on the gravel, my canvas shoes skidding a little and making the
stones ping against one another. I peered into the bushes. I knew it was rude,
so I kept quiet so she wouldn’t notice me there, almost crouched lower to
the ground. As though silence would keep me hidden even out in the open.
The branches split her face into little chunks like something broken and
glued back together again. Her forehead glistened, and her other hand was
up under her loose dress where her belly swelled. She was curled up like a
wounded fox; her scrawny legs crunched against the dead leaves and her
bare feet dug into the soft soil, caked under the nails with red dirt.
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She cried out again, the sound rattling right through her body, then
gritted her teeth and pulled her hand out from under her dress. Her breath
went slow and shallow and she closed her eyes and arched her head back.
A thick, yellow slug probed at one of her toes with its tentacular eyes. The
girl let her shoulders fall to the ground and looked up through the branches.
With her back flat against the earth, her belly rose up like a mountain.
The girl shifted her head over toward the road and her eyes locked
on mine, cool and grey and vicious. She blinked and opened her mouth,
trembling the shapes of words. Disyllabic and soft around the edges. An
appeal I wouldn’t hear as I ran back down the gravel path, kicking up dust to
float between us like a veil.
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Four Things I Will Never Forgive
I am not an evil person, but there are some things I know I will never be able
to forgive. The first of them is a wooden revolver. My dad carved it for me
from a piece of wood fifty-five years ago, when I was just four happy years
old. The revolver had a thick barrel and was too big for my hand. Being all
white, it did not look like a real handgun, so my dad and I decided to cover
it with special varnish.
My dad worked in an anatomy museum then and often took me with
him to work, so I had never been afraid of corpses and separate parts of
human bodies. I remember quite well all those unborn babies preserved in
alcohol, pouting from under their huge foreheads, their skin cement-gray,
or long, wavy tapeworms heaped together in dusty jars, thin as if made of
paper. Benches were painted black there, and every summer they had to be
painted anew with wonderful, shiny, black varnish that stuck perfectly to
wood. It was summer, and someone was painting benches, so we dipped my
revolver in a pail of such varnish. With a hollowness in my heart, I watched
the revolver disappear, but when I saw it again, it was black and shiny and
sort of liquid like a tiny killer whale, but without its white spots. No kid in
the neighborhood had a toy handgun like that. I remember the spicy smell
of that varnish so well. I adored that smell, it made my head swim. I was in
love with it.
Those shiny days at the start of summer, I used to come to everyone
I could recognize and show them my new handgun. One day, I came to a
woman in a canary-yellow dress who was sitting at a wooden table in the
middle of our yard. Well, I should have known better.
Her name was Rosa Popetta and she often sat there while she was taking
her sickly little son for a walk. There was not much human about that boy,
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who resembled a pale salamander. He never spoke and could hardly walk.
His hair was wispy and discolored. We boys ignored that kid as completely
as we could.
I showed Rosa Popetta my new, black, shiny revolver, and yes, she was
impressed like everybody else. But she wanted to know what it was made of
because my revolver didn't look like a toy you can buy in a shop. So she did
an impossible thing: she scraped the varnish off with her nail to see what
was under it.
Oh, how well I remember that nail! Rosa Popetta's fingernails were big
and thick and opaque. She did not paint them. The biggest of her nails quickly
scratched through the layer of the black varnish, leaving a long, jagged line,
and there was just ordinary white wood beneath. In a second, my revolver,
the love of my life, was ruined forever. There was no way back. She did it so
easily and naturally that I could hardly believe my eyes.
I couldn't make myself look up at that evil woman, but I felt her detestable
presence without looking, the way you can feel fire just because it is hot and
burning. No, I did not hate her at the moment. What I felt was rather an
existential consternation, a surprise that such cruelty could possibly exist in
the world. I think it was like the amazement of Buddha who, always sheltered
from cruelties of life, first saw sick and dead people.
At that very moment, I knew I would never forgive her, and yes, deep
down, I have never forgiven her for destroying my best dream without any
reasonable purpose. She did it just on a whim of the moment. My belief in
people was shaken that day.
***
The next winter, when I was already five, while munching on a persimmon,
I had an idea to grow a tree from its seed. I put the seed in water and soon it
sprouted roots. I planted it in a flower pot and put it on the sill, and by the
end of winter, when everything was so sunny, watery, and snowy outside, a
tiny green sprout pushed its way through the ground. I watched it day after
day, entranced. It moved. It was gracefully unbending its green neck, then
it stretched its leaves to the sides like arms and a bud appeared between
them. I remember the magic color of it, a ghostlike glow all around it. I
had never seen anything so pretty, so alive. It was so happy in the sun. In
the needlepoint of sunlight, it lifted its face, which looked like a wick of
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a candle, to look up at me, trying to say thank you to me. Looking at it,
I felt a special, glowing warmth in my soul, a unique feeling I have never
experienced since then.
It grew on my sill until May and became quite big, so I decided to plant
it in the open ground.
We lived in a mossy three-story building which used to be U-shaped
before the War. After serious bombings in 1943, both wings of it were
destroyed, and all that was left of them was the lower part of the wall, which
still formed our inner yard. Over the years, people built sheds at the inner
side of that wall, so the yard became smaller. Then they planted poplars in
front of those sheds and the trees grew so fast that they soon became higher
than the roof of the house. As a result of it, the inner yard had become much
smaller, and I did not have much choice of where to plant my persimmon.
The only place I could plant it was near the table.
The wooden makeshift table was in the middle of the yard. There were
benches around it, where the detestable Rosa Popetta often sat when she
walked her salamander-son.
That boy's skin was grayish-white, the color of those sterilized tapeworms
that squinted at you through the thick glass in the anatomy museum. He
would slowly toddle, holding his mom's hand, looking around with his
bashful, watery eyes. Everyone knew that the boy was not going to live long,
so we boys pretended he did not exist. We kind of believed he could die if we
just touched him. Still, Rosa walked him in the sunshine from time to time
and kissed him like he was some adorable thing and baby-talked to him all
the time. She said he needed sunlight, said their damp rooms were killing
the boy.
A week had passed after I had planted my persimmon not far from the
bench when Rosa with her salamander-son appeared. As soon as she planted
her heavy behind on the bench, she bent down and, without looking, pulled
my persimmon off the ground and threw it away. She probably thought it
was some weed growing there. I think she hated weeds because she often
pulled them out when they grew in the yard. But the most abominable thing
about all that, the thing that shocked me most, was the fact that she did not
bother to look even once at the miraculously beautiful thing she was killing.
She just stretched her hand down and pulled, and the persimmon was dead.
That sprout of the persimmon tree was the second thing I knew I would
never forgive her for. I believed that if she had looked at it, she would have
probably seen that it was not an ordinary weed, and the shaky beauty of
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that little sprout would have stopped her. But no, she did not look. It was
the moment when I understood that no amount of innocence and beauty
could protect you in this cruel world. It was a profound philosophical idea,
but somehow my little mind managed to accommodate it that day. And I
changed. A butterfly of green light was crushed in my heart. I did not want
to be kind, loving, or innocent any longer. That summer, I tried to smoke for
the first time, I learned to play cards, I listened to the dirty jokes bigger boys
told one another, and repeated in my mind all the new swear words I had
heard, trying to remember them better.
***
The third thing I will never forgive was not about Rosa, but about her
husband, Alex Popetta. He was a stuck-up person who never needed to make
friends with anyone. I'm sure he believed that he was really clever because
every time he looked at you, you felt like an idiot. There was something in
his eyes that made you feel like one. Or maybe his constant, arrogant halfsmile was the reason why he had no friends at all.
Before the War, there were cellars under the whole building, and people
used to hide there when bombs were falling. They'd hoped it would help.
Unfortunately, they had died there, under the heaps of rubble. But the
central part of the building where we lived now stayed intact, and so did the
cellars under it.
Our cellar, where we kept potatoes, pickles, and a lot of things we had
no need for, like old newspapers and magazines, was partly filled with earth
and rubble because a bomb had hit nearby, just a dozen steps away. I'm sure
that there were dead bodies under that rubble because all the cellars under
the building had been joined together before the War. If anyone had cared
to take off all those pieces of plaster and broken bricks, we could surely have
found people who had been lying there for the last twenty-five years, or
rather their skeletons grinning gap-toothily like all skeletons do. But no one
cared. We had let the dead bury the dead.
It was a magical space. I was a wicked kid now, so I often came into
the cellar, took a rug, and unscrewed the hot light bulb. Without the light,
it was darker than in a grave inside and so quiet that it seemed the silence
vibrated in my ears; it seemed to have texture and density, and I could touch
it with my fingers. I've never heard such deep silence since then. There was
something cosmic, something eternal, otherworldly in it. I liked the near
presence of the corpses. I knew they did not mind my presence.
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Something creaked inside my ears, some trembling, blue glow rose up
from the bottom of my eyes. I tried to speak to the dead, tried to summon
them. They never answered, but white, green, and blue trembling silhouettes
walked and walked in front of me. The longer I stood in the stagnant darkness
iridescent with ghosts, the weirder I felt until I couldn't tell whether I was
sleeping or awake, and the more real they became. But really weird things
happened to me only twice while I was there. One day, I suddenly felt a hand
grab my ankle and try to pull me toward the pile of rubble. But I was a mean
and wicked boy, so I did not get scared at all.
"Hey!" I said to the hand. I could distinctly feel each of its five fingers. It
was not a big hand, but bigger than mine, so it probably belonged to a dead
kid or to a young woman. "Get off of me!"
And it obeyed; it let go my ankle and rustled away to the pile of rubble.
I could hear it crawl; it was long and wiggly like a giant tapeworm, but I was
not scared.
The second time, it was a voice that said very close to my ear, "Yeah,
twenty-four." I don't know what it was supposed to mean, but I didn't feel
any warmth of breath, even though it must have been an inch from my ear.
And then one day, Rosa's husband, Alex Popetta, did the thing I would
never forgive him for: he made a hole in the wall of our cellar because he
decided it would improve ventilation and reduce dampness on his walls.
What enraged me enormously was that he did it without any second thought.
He could not care less about the fact that it was someone else's cellar.
After that, Alex Popetta mooched around the yard, his head up, looking
down on everyone in a lordly manner, thinking that he was enormously
clever, but I knew now that it was he who was the idiot—him, not me. Of
course, he had no way to know that the cellar he destroyed had been a
magical place where someone had invoked spirits of the dead and listened
to magical voices, but that evil man just did not care enough to ask.
***
Two years later, when I was eight, there came a new craze among boys—
karate. The 1970s had just begun, and somewhere over the ocean the
incomparable Bruce Lee had already started bruceleeing, and although the
dragon hadn't entered yet, we, tiny tadpole dragons from the other side of
the planet, somehow anticipated his arrival. All day long, we hit the edges
of our hands against brick walls, which was supposed to make our hands as
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strong as metal or rock. We jumped high and tried to kick one another in the
head, which was an unhealthy habit and sometimes even brought the police
to the school. Unfortunately, our hands had never got hard enough to chop
wood or bricks, and we could not jump high enough to plant a foot into
someone's nose. But we did not intend to stop. We trained regularly.
In the evenings, we often gathered at the blank wall of our house and
jumped, trying to hit the wall with our feet as high as we could. We marked
our records scratching off the moss with a pointed piece of red brick. The
cushions of moss looked like miniature jungles if you looked closely, and the
bricks were wet and black under them.
Once, after we had already been jumping and thumping the wall
for so many days that there was a place on it worn smooth by our feet,
Alex Popetta burst out of his door. We hadn't realized that all the time
we had been kicking the wall of his room. He was furious. He started
shouting bad words at us, the words we, little angels, were not supposed
to know.
We froze in disbelief. Our eyes popped. No one could ever say such
words to little kids!
"Oh, well!" we said to ourselves. "Wait and see, you moron!" Since
then, we started kicking his wall every time we happened to be near: in the
morning, at night, every and each day. There were at least a dozen of us mean
little kids around, so Alex Popetta did not have many hours of rest. When
we were heroically running to school at seven in the morning—much earlier
than was needed—we jumped and kicked his wall as hard as we could. And
we kicked his wall late at night.
We never saw his wife, Rosa, and soon learned that she had left him. I
don't know if we and our kicking the wall was the reason, or probably she
had just left him after their son had died, five or six months before. The
dampness of the walls that had never gone away had killed him. That last
summer was all rainy and cloudy, so the salamander-boy hadn't had the
sunlight he needed to live, so he had died.
So, now we kicked Alex Popetta's wall every day. When he stormed
out, and he did it every time we started our kicking sessions, we were quick
enough to scatter away. But one day, when he ran out of his door, he was
drunk, his eyes were bloodshot, and he had an axe in his hand. He was a real
axe-wielding maniac.
"I'll kill you!" he shouted, and we saw he meant it. Yes, he really meant it,
we realized, almost sick with delight.
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He galloped heavily in an attempt to catch some of us, but, being drunk,
he fell, and when he got up, his left cheek looked like grated carrots. We ran
away, yelling in luxurious, pretended fear, then surrounded him and laughed
and threw at him pebbles we'd picked up, completely carried away. He
returned home, panting, brandishing his axe, and growling like a wounded
animal. He was not arrogant or haughty anymore.
The next day, we started kicking his wall even earlier, but that was the
first time he did not appear. We were insistent, but he did not appear.
"Oh no!" we said to ourselves. "Do you think that you can make us go
away so easily? You'll see!"
And we doubled our efforts. We kicked his wall that day and the
following day. And the day after that. We did it the whole next week. Then
we understood that we had failed and he had outsmarted us somehow. We
stopped, we gave up. Then some grownups broke the door to his room and
said two funny things: first, Alex Popetta had had a big library, they said, and
also, he had hanged himself long before, probably the same day he'd tried to
chop us with his axe. All that time since then he had been hanging dead on
a hook in the ceiling.
No, we cannot change the past. Later I tried many times to picture him
sitting alone in his room, rocking, whispering to himself, the axe at his feet,
an unfinished bottle on the table. Thump, thump, thump on the wall—the
sounds he could do nothing about. The older I grew, the guiltier I felt. I can
do nothing about this, and I know I'll feel this guilt forever. This is the fourth
thing I will never forgive—I will never forgive myself for what I did to him
that day. But we cannot change the past.
***
One day, I tried to apologize, to say sorry to him. I went to my desecrated
cellar, took a rag, and unscrewed the hot light bulb from the socket. As
complete darkness fell, I started waiting. I knew that in five or maybe ten
minutes, the ghosts of those whose skeletons lay under the rubble would
stand before my eyes. The room where Alex Popetta hanged himself was
right above me, and no one had lived there since his death, so if his ghost
still dwelled there, it would be easy for him to come down to me.
Standing in the darkness, I imagined Alex Popetta, who was tying a rope
to the hook. Now he got up on a stool, then jumped down from it. Thump,
thump, thump, we were hitting the wall over and over again. Thump, thump,
thump—that was the last thing he had heard in his life. Then I pictured him
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hanging on the long rope, already dead and motionless, but every blow on
the wall made him jump a little. Then he started swinging from right to
left because our rhythmic blows matched his natural frequency (we studied
resonance in science lessons then). He was swinging wider and wider on the
rope, but we were not going to stop, so his rotten limbs started falling off
because of the centrifugal force we were studying at school too, and books
from his big library started falling down like dominoes.
I expected his ghost would appear, but time was passing and, as my
eyes adjusted, I saw that the darkness was not smooth but wrinkled, sort of
creased up, full of deaf and dumb things I couldn't see yet, and turning left, I
saw that the place in the wall where Alex Popetta had made a hole once was
bricked carelessly, so some tiny light could enter though the bricks. Besides,
the thin part of the wall let sounds through, so the silence was not cosmic or
otherworldly anymore. Probably that was why Alex did not come to hear me
saying sorry. Or maybe he had not forgiven me and did not want to hear any
apologies or explanations. Either way, he did not come. Sadly, no one tried
to grab my leg or say numbers near my ear.
Maybe this story is my way to say sorry to him. What is fifty years to
eternity? Just a split second. Do you hear me, Alex Popetta? I am sorry. I didn't
mean it. And you know, when I grew up I had time to forgive thousands and
thousands of bad things people had done to me. It is an easy thing to forgive,
it is relieving. So maybe you will forgive me one day too.
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Fiancée
After I had moved in and unpacked all of my books, alphabetizing them on
my bookcases in what had been her guest room, she told me, “I could kick
you out now, and then you’d really be screwed!”
It was a joke and we laughed: “Hahaha!” The joke was so funny she used
it again a few days later, and we decided she should repeat it frequently, as
frequently as possible.
She was a businesswoman. She could afford a sense of humor. She could
afford a bungalow shaded by fruit trees and tall hibiscus with rose bushes
growing along the picket fence.
I dug her a pond in the backyard and she filled it with expensive koi. I
built her a chicken coop and she bought a pair of hens.
“You can’t kick me out if I leave you first!” I told her. We decided my
joke was a good one too, and I couldn’t stop saying it, and each time we
cried with delight.
She began referring to herself as the landlord and me as the tenant. The
calendar in the kitchen, on the first day of the month, read RENT DUE
in her looping cursive. She put new sheets and pillowcases on the bed in
the guest room, where I spent mornings with my books and stories. She
nailed an apartment number to the outside of the door where it opened onto
the hallway and kitchen, and that took the cake, and we doubled over and
laughed until our sides ached.
“You’re just like your mother,” I said. “Hahaha!”
“You’re just like your father,” she said. “Hahaha!”
When I told her I was writing about her, she made her usual one, for
about the third or fourth time that day: “I could evict you now, and then
you’d really be screwed!”
I tried to laugh as she laughed and mean it, but somehow I had forgotten
why she’d ever seemed so funny.
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This Is a Neurodegenerative Disease
Caused by Repeated Head Injuries
Where Most Documented Cases Have
Occurred in Athletes
They want something beyond mere passion. They want players too obsessed
to see the danger, or to feel the pain. They want you, pardon the expression,
brain damaged.
—Drew Magary
The pomegranate breaks into clumps of sticky, bright red,
and I know the only way they could diagnose Bellini was to crack his skull
open until they could hold every cross section of his brain in their gloved
hands.
I’ve been feeling guilty lately.
About these pomegranate seeds. My stained fingertips.
My news feed late at night showing Jorge Masvidal driving
his knee into Ben Askren’s forehead,
image repeating in an endless loop.
The ninety-degree edge of a weather front, hot and sticky.
And me lying on the floor watching a muted TV, lip-reading
O’Hara saying, Don’t worry. It’s only my head.
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And when I shake my Magic 8 Ball back and forth,
when I let the inner plastic bounce against the hard case
that cradles it over and over again.
Every slosh of the fluid.
Bubble.
Tiny impact.
The only answer it gives me is Reply hazy, try again.
These constant, minor, repetitive actions.
I keep catching myself driving north.
Catching myself rereading the name Chris Benoit.
If I think really hard, I can’t remember how many Advil
I’ve swallowed. How many red and shining seeds
I’ve gently placed on my tongue.
It’s because I’ve been feeling confused lately.
I’ve begun unraveling the edge of my scarf.
The one with bright letters that I left under the stadium seats
and had to go back for in the storm.
Water pooling around my ankles. Waves breaking over the seat backs.
The hood of my jacket trying and failing
to muffle every concussive drop of rain.
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A Republic of Deer
All I had on was a robe of Marney’s. A green silk thing I wore bimonthly to give her a rise. Me, I get self-conscious when I apply
sunscreen at the beach, so you can imagine how I felt, so close to
the road while all the cars in the suburb drained into the street and
Marney and me shouting at one another through her windshield.
Why can’t you see how selfish you’re being? Marney asked.
I feel like I’m living in a dictatorship, I said. I feel like this is some
fucked-up, totalitarian shit.
Everything okay? someone asked from their car window.
Marney didn’t even turn her head. She just honked in my face.
She had the 4Runner all the way down her parents’ steep driveway.
Our new driveway, since they died and left everything to Marney. The
perfect trap to get us out of the mountains where it seemed we could
upset all those bleak marriage myths.
We’d struggled with money in Boone, but everything we owned
had a story. The melted colander and bent forks were old friends.
Now we were flush with inheritance. Marney was funneling a lot of
it toward school, and I was gambling for eternal life. Even still, we
hadn’t been living in the all-marble-everything house a week before
the fighting started up in earnest.
That morning was worse than most. I had mentioned that the
backyard playhouse Marney’s father started, preemptively, for a
grandchild was in good shape. Had electricity. Maybe she’d like to have
a meal out there tonight. I could spread a blanket over the concrete
floor. From there things turned bad.
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She wasn’t interested in children. She had told me, told everyone, before.
Come to think of it, she wanted me to call back about the vasectomy. The
operation where they would put an end to my eternity machine and the
need for Marney, every three years, to have a piece of copper implanted in
her uterine wall.
Marney made her case to me well. The fact was, in having or not having
this hypothetical kid, her body was being asked of. It was being taxed by the
pharmacy and by the rude secretary at the OB-GYN’s office. It was being
violated by forceps and fingers, and it was being threatened with more. My
body should carry this weight too.
I’d made it as far as the exam room of the consultation before I walked
out. I hated doctors. Didn’t want the surgery, even if I was nearing forty and
had never wanted to be someone’s father, not really. I wanted a piece of me
to grow and live and grow again, and to have that piece of me cut out—to be
neutralized and made an island—I was scared.
I still think about having kids, I told her that morning. I’d just wanted
something to say.
What am I supposed to do with that? she asked. Think about what that
is asking me. To do all this toxic shit. To do that. You think I don’t think
about it?
We don’t talk like you think about it, I said. Have we ever made a Decision
List about it?
Instead of answering, she went and got dressed. Snatched her car keys off
the hook on the wall.
I was worried she was going to leave in a bad state and roll herself into a
ditch because she was scratching her scalp the way she does when she’s about
to lose it. And me, with my hands on the hood of the 4Runner like I was
pushing it down the drive, but really, I was trying to get her to stop.
Come inside, I said.
Get off the car.
Come inside and let’s talk. Where are you going?
Get off my car, Tommy. I’m going to work.
That wasn’t a good sign. The naming. And Marney’s work at the school
didn’t start for another three hours. She was a graduate aide in the afternoon.
I meant to tell her to forget the kid thing. That I understood what she
was saying. That I would help take the pressure off, but before I could say any
of that, a deer walked into the street.
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It was a young buck the color and size of a retriever with two short spikes
where antlers might be, and it was frantic. Scrambling over the asphalt and
making Rollerblade noises with its cloven feet. I thought to run away or get
in the car with Marney or even climb on top of the hood because I’ve heard
how dangerous deer can be. How they can cut you deeply with those hooves.
But the deer was already knocking its head against the 4Runner and sliding
its spikes along the metal. It was moving strangely, like it didn’t know where
it was. Bolting around the street. It ran in a tight circle and then slammed
headlong into Marney’s door and collapsed on the ground.
Well that’s one more thing, she said.
What should we do?
Do whatever you want, Tommy. Marney backed the 4Runner into the
street, the rubber tires making high, animal squeaks so close to the deer’s
head. Its stick-thin legs. I’ve got to go, she said. And then she left.
No other cars passed by. No one was jogging. I covered myself as best
I could and sat on the curb thinking to warn any drivers, but big fields of
sweat were blooming on Marney’s robe, and I wanted to go inside. I walked
up the driveway until I heard a diesel engine moaning at the head of the road
and had to run barefoot on the gravel drive back to the deer and wave the
truck around, whose driver glared at the buck-thing and me. I wasn’t going
to explain.
If I picked the deer up and it regained consciousness, it could easily cut
my throat or take an eye. If I left it, it might be fine, or it might die. I thought
of all the animals I had seen on the sides of highways. How their back legs
sprawled out into the road and were crushed by the tires of cars. How if you
were in one of those cars, if you were in a hurry, you might not even notice.
But this deer was alive. It was breathing.
I walked back to the house, changed into jeans, and found my phone
hanging from its cord beneath the bed. I pulled up my text with Fran. Can
we meet? I asked. Then I deleted the text.
Fran works at the clinic where Marney took me for my consultation,
but she has a side-gig selling at-home Legacy Kits for men. Sets of squat,
opaque jars with rank-smelling preservatives sloshing inside of them that
can freeze sperm for decades. Centuries even, theoretically. One thousand
dollars gets you the kit. For $1,000 more, Fran will keep the samples in her
home office, and for $1,000 more, she will pair your sperm, anonymously,
with her Premium clientele.
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It’s totally normal to want control, Fran told me. We were alone in the
exam room. I hadn’t wanted Marney in there with me while they were
talking about the cutting. I didn’t want her to speak for me. To make it so I
couldn’t say no.
I’m not ready for it to be permanent, I’d said. And I don’t want a
reversal surgery.
There are lots of options now.
Before the doctor came to my room, Fran had taken my metrics and
identified five Premium Client mother matches in her three-ringed binder. I
met her that night with cash for the kit.
My phone buzzed, and Fran’s number showed on the screen. Are you
ready to put your Legacy Kit in the vault?
Yes yes.
I was hoping the deer would be gone when I returned with the
wheelbarrow, but it wasn’t. A trickle of blood was coming from its mouth
and had made a little puddle. Like a melted snow cone.
Easy, Chester, I said, and tried to get my arms under the thing. My fingers
sank into the deer’s fur and found the gaps between its ribs. I was worried
I’d feel its heart. I expected it to smell like a dog, something dusty and warm,
but it was nothing like that. More like damp earth. Rusted metal.
I laid the deer in the wheelbarrow and pushed it up the drive and across
the backyard and into the playhouse, where a freezer chest hummed and the
concrete was cool and the particleboard walls glowed red under a humming
beer sign. There was nothing to do but lay the deer down, but here it would
be out of the sun. I set a bowl of water next to its head and frowned at the
blood and spittle on the floor.
If I was to make a Decision List about having kids with Marney, it would
look like this:
Pros: An abstract sense of immortality.
Cons: The death of the American Dream.
I didn’t want Little League games and Batman birthday parties. What
did I want? To sell this house and move back to Boone with Marney. To
travel the continent in a camper van. To never die. With my samples
in Fran’s vault, available to her national network of Premium Mothers,
maybe I could have it all.
I was leaning over the kitchen sink, sipping from my water pipe and
watching the small body of the deer through the doorless entry of the
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playhouse. It hadn’t moved since I left, and I was starting to think it might be
dead. Or damaged. I considered what my responsibilities were to this animal.
I thought of oil-slicked ducks being washed with Dawn dish soap and hawks
with broken wings. I thought of teenage boys in football helmets and their
purple, bruised brains, and I remembered what a friend of mine said about
pregnancy—how it was like being born. She said: It was like everything I
was turned into something new. I wanted to feel that. I wondered, if Marney
or one of Fran’s women were pregnant, would I turn into something new?
I imagined the possibilities ahead of me in fifty states with fifty lives to live.
Fossil-hunting lives and lives where I fly bristling military planes.
I brought some sticks of celery into the playhouse and ate them while I
waited for Fran. I watched the deer breathe on the floor. I wiped the blood
from around its mouth and cupped my hand under its jaw and lifted its head
to place a rolled towel pillow.
Marney sometimes took phone calls in the playhouse and there was a
bottle of her yellow nail polish on an exposed board over the freezer. I filled
in the deer’s long toes, top to bottom, so they shone like petals on a flower.
This way, I would recognize it when I saw it again. I was beginning the back
hooves and staring at a nickel-sized tick on the deer’s stomach when Fran’s
sports car crunched up the drive.
I texted her. I’m in the playhouse. Backyard. Be quiet when you come in.
Why?
But I wanted the deer to be a surprise and waited without replying for
her pant legs to come swishing over the lawn.
Tommy, Fran said. She’d stopped walking, and I felt embarrassed to have
put her on edge.
I’m here. Come see this.
Fran covered her mouth when she saw the deer. Is this yours, she asked.
Maybe, I said.
The deer opened its eyes and lifted its head. It looked all around, but it
stayed on its side, its yellow feet splayed over the dark concrete.
It’s bleeding, Fran said.
It’s had a rough day. That’s for you. I pointed at the thick envelope of
money on the freezer top, and Fran slid it into her wide nurse’s pocket.
I think you’re making a really good decision, Fran said.
Did you contact the mothers with my metrics?
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I’m not allowed to tell you about their decisions or when they view your
Metric Profile, but I can say that you’ve been generating a buzz. My whole
network is going to want in. Oh my gosh, Tommy, look.
The deer was trying to stand, tugging its legs close to its sides.
It’s so quiet, Fran said. Like an elf.
I wasn’t afraid of the deer anymore. I’d felt its horns and they were blunted
and round. I’d felt its legs and they were no thicker than chicken breasts. Let’s
get you up, Chester, I said, and stood behind the deer and lifted it to its feet
until it bleated and jerked its head back and one of the spikes knocked, hard,
against my brow.
Shit, Fran said.
I’m fine, I said. I was bleeding, but only a little, and the deer was standing
now. Calm, and wobbly on its legs.
Let’s give it some space, I said, but when we walked into the yard, the
deer followed. It was like a toddler, lurching after us over the grass. I broke
into a little jog and it tottered after until it fell over and wretched like a kid at
the fairgrounds. Fran was laughing and I was too.
Poor guy. I stroked the deer’s side, and its lungs were swelling wild. I
was elated.
Do you have the samples ready? Fran asked. I have work.
I knew that once Fran left with my samples, that would be the last I saw
of her. It was policy. She would send me an encrypted email once a year to let
me know if one of my samples needed to be replaced or if a child was born.
That was all she could legally provide. I was thinking of my fifty new lives as
a miner or a doctor or a scuba instructor, but Fran was the only person I’d
been able to talk to about any of this. Or at least text about it. My eternity
machine and living forever and all the places and ways the mothers could
help me do that. Where Marney was all wall, Fran was windows. She wanted
to know what I needed and how she could help. I didn’t want her to go.
How did you get into this? I asked.
You’re asking how I started representing Legacy Kits?
If you like.
Fran smiled. I just applied for the job, same as anyone. Do you have the
samples? She looked at the deer and then at the half-built playhouse. She had
a hurried look. Nurses have to move.
How fast will the kid come?
You never know, but when the match is made, it’s perfect. The sample,
Tommy. Fran pressed little pushes against my shoulder and nudged me
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in the direction of the playhouse. Over her head, I could see the deer
trying to stand again.
What if I want to meet the kid? The child.
It doesn’t work like that, Fran said. Trust me. Trust the process. You’re
spreading new life—your new life. You should be smiling.
Look at that, I said, pointing at where the deer lay struggling. I wanted
her to see it stand on its yellow feet and disappear into the tree line. I wanted
her to take a piece of this moment with her because, I knew, it was important
to feel connected to the people around you, and I had rescued this deer and I
had found Fran, and we had made something of that. A future of possibilities.
The big yard of the all-marble-everything house was a new place.
If I paid more, could I see the mothers?
No, Tommy. I have to go.
The Legacy Kit was stacked neatly in its box in the freezer. The jar tops
listed all the details of the sample’s Collection Profile. The date and time. The
ambient temperature. My mood. What I thought about when the sperm left
my body. I always wrote, “my partner,” in case Marney should ever see.
When I returned to the yard, Fran was standing far away from the deer
and tapping her foot.
All right, I said. Ease the rush.
Tommy, Fran said. She pointed towards the drive where Marney’s car
was parked. She had driven up while I dug in the freezer. I hadn’t heard.
Who the fuck’s car is that? Marney asked through the kitchen window.
When she opened the door to the porch, Fran slipped along the side of the
house and out of the yard.
The samples, I said. I was trying to dip behind a tree, but Marney had
already seen. She was looking me in the eye, and Fran was getting into
her car.
Another time! Fran shouted to me and backed down the driveway
fast, fast.
Who the fuck was that? What do you have? Marney walked across the
lawn. She stopped at the deer, which was flopped over again and breathing
hard. What the fuck is this?
I wish you wouldn’t curse. I set the Legacy Kit on the grass. I want to
show you something, I said.
Marney wrinkled her nose. Are you fucking high?
But I wasn’t going to let her bait me. The deer was calm. I ran my hands
over its ribs like the keys of a piano. Its tongue was jutting pale and limp
from its mouth, but it wasn’t bleeding anymore.
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I didn’t care that Marney would learn about the kit. I would tell her
it was a genealogy test. I would tell her whatever she wanted to hear, and
Fran would do her work, and maybe I would take two Ativan and go
through with the surgery, and we could keep this deer. We would make
a little bed in the back of our camper van. We would name it something
witchy. Opal or Quartz.
Tommy, Marney said.
Let’s get the surgery, I said. I respect your body.
Tommy, Marney said. She pulled my wrist off of the deer and into her
lap, and I could see the anger in her. Her mouth was a hard line, but her
eyes were soft and brown, and it was easy to believe there was love in them.
I closed my hand around hers. One day, I would tell her how we beat the
system. How I would live forever. We would rescue more animals. We would
see all the mountains in the world.
Listen, you idiot, she said. The deer is dead.
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Derecho
A derecho (/dǝ'reɪtʃoʊ/, from Spanish: derecho [de'ɾetʃo], "straight" as
in direction) is a widespread, long-lived, straight-line wind storm that
is associated with a fast-moving group of severe thunderstorms known
as a mesoscale convective system and potentially rivaling hurricanic and
tornadic forces.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
an ox could not haul the rusted tin roof cut open 1/8th metal across the
street the trees: teeth fillings chainsaw cuts before curfew Beverly
Park’s broken bridges dirt-filled, like our mouths we don’t know what
to say one cavernous bedroom
blinds open and close a compass
needle rages turn these hurricane winds inward what do you find? gray
and water and holes cookie cutter
homes grew no mature trees yet,
their pipe-line gardens perfect a generator catches fire
ramshackle and
recycle
a turn straight into
hell
more dirt in our mouths
bake swamp weeds into summer heat
too fast crows peck at a little girl’s hair strings left behind, weaved through
one metal bed frame
now at the curb
a view from the gravel road these shambles
turn every
dead snake up, a shot in a shank at midnight
the
beasts half asleep from lull
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stir the moon glow into cream
night into tomorrow
detritus
our photos glued to the road
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Have You Ever Gazed Above?
When she heard the knock, Bindu was sitting on a glossy brown wooden
chair that belonged to a secondhand dining set. She watched her four-yearold son dragging the red fire truck on the carpet. They had bought it from
Walmart over the weekend. It was a long toy, almost one and a half feet long.
It came with a loud, working siren, a movable ladder, and an open closet. All
this for $24. Bindu would have liked to compare between five stores before
making a purchase. "You never know," she said, "someone always gives a
lower price. You have to be patient and wait for the right price."
Mahesh, however, gave no second thoughts when he watched Vivaan
pick the fire truck from the aisle and project a glowing smile, his silver
crowned tooth sparkling like a star. "You should at least check the prices on
Amazon and Target," she said, but Mahesh had already opened his wallet to
swipe his Citi credit card.
Here it was. In their living room. The sirens blinking loud as Vivaan
mimicked along. Veeeeeoooh Veeeeeoooh Veeeeeoooh.
The knock grew louder and heavy. Bindu groaned as she tilted her
head backward. She wondered if it was the maintenance guy or the UPS
guy. Why couldn’t they knock slowly like her other Indian friends? A
nice, gentle knock is what she looked for. These guys always knocked as if
they were cops. Always making her heart miss a beat for no reason.
Vivaan looked up curiously, his black eyes gazing into hers. He was
on his knees, the fire truck beside him with a plastic man on the ladder.
“Who is it, Mummy?”
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It was his new thing. The phase of whys and whos and whats. Every time
the phone rang, he had to answer it first or had to know who was calling. If
someone drove a truck outside or vacuumed their carpet upstairs, he had
to know who it was. If someone laughed loudly or broke a glass, he would
run behind her like a frightened kitten. Sometimes Bindu gave him answers
that usually led to more questions. Sometimes she only said, "I don’t know."
She didn’t like shooing him away. She tried her best to answer his silliest
questions, but sometimes it was just tiring. Now that she was growing, it was
just hard to exhaust her brain and mouth.
She lifted herself from the chair to open the door. The loud knocks did
mean something.
She saw two men dressed in policeman clothes standing outside the
door, holding their peaked hats in their hand. One was white and the other
was Black. They looked very much like the officers she had often seen in
episodes of Forensic Files or The First 48, which she watched with Mahesh
late at night after he returned from work. These men were built like huge,
cemented rocks that wouldn’t move even if a tsunami came.
“Ma’am, we have some news for you.”
Vivaan scrambled beside Bindu and was tugging at her pajamas. She had
to push him away gently. She feared he might bring down her pajamas that
were loose at her waist. He had done that once or twice, but they were alone
at home. Bindu shooed him away like an insect as she turned her attention
to the officers.
“What is it?” she said, not really interested to hear. She knew it had
something to do with the party that had occurred the previous night in the
neighbor’s house. They were too loud and noisy and had kept her awake
all night. Not that she slept much anyway. And then there was this sharp
noise like shots being fired. Not that she knew how a gun sounded when it
was fired. But it was so loud and quick she could only think of someone or
something being shot.
At one point, the music was so loud that she had considered calling 911,
but Mahesh had stopped her. It’s not our business, he said. They are just
having fun anyway, he said and pulled the comforter to cover his face. But
it’s not fun to me at 2:00 a.m. in the night, she said as she groaned, settling
into a good sleeping position.
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“Your husband, Mahesh Rajendran, met with an accident this morning,”
said the white man.
Bindu blinked. “But he just left an hour ago.”
The officer nodded with a pressed smile. “His car hit a garbage truck.
Unfortunately, he didn’t make it.”
“Where?” said Bindu.
“Near the turnpike,” said the cop.
“Hmmm, okay,” said Bindu. “Are you sure it was him?”
It was a silly question, and Bindu knew it. But what was she supposed to
say if two men walked up to her door to tell her that her husband, who had
left just a while ago, for whom she had just made steamed idli and sambhar
and a coffee with just two spoons of sugar, who had kissed her gently on her
belly before leaving, was hit by a truck? These men were dumb, she knew
that much. Didn’t know what to talk to a woman like her.
“Mummy, what is it? What is it? I am scared,” said Vivaan, clutching at
her pajamas again.
“Vivaan, wait beta. Please,” said Bindu, throwing him an annoyed look.
She raised her eyebrows and widened her eyes and flared her nostrils. He
called her ‘the monster mummy’ when she did that. She didn’t really like it,
but the monster face usually worked. It got things done.
Vivaan grew quiet but held his hands tightly around her legs.
“This is his wallet and phone,” said the Black man, handing her a small
ziplock bag.
Bindu picked up the bag. She knew the wallet. She didn’t even have to
open the bag. The edges were beginning to wear a faded look. There were
creases on the brown leather, the folded lines she had seen a thousand
times when Mahesh dropped his keys and wallet into the plastic box that
was reserved just for him. She had reminded him to replace it. She would
have ordered one for him from Amazon, but they both had developed such
strange, new choices that they hardly shopped for each other anymore.
“All right, I need some time please,” said Bindu, as if they had just
suggested if she could choose her internet plan.
The men understood. “Sure, ma’am. This is our card. Please give us a call
whenever you’re ready.”
After they left, Bindu placed the ziplock bag on the dining table as if it were
a parcel that had just arrived from Amazon and didn’t need her immediate
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attention. Because even if she wanted to look at it, Vivaan wouldn’t let her.
There were things he wanted and Bindu had no time to think about what she
had just learned.
“I want to eat something. I am hungry,” said Vivaan, in his American
accent that he had picked from school.
Vivaan had stayed with Bindu after his birth until he turned two. In that
time, he had picked words from her native language, Hindi. But once he
started going to the daycare, all that came out of his mouth was American
English. And that broke her heart a little every time. Like loose sand slipping
between the spaces of her fingers. Slowly, he was turning into one of them.
An American. He was an American by birth, but she wasn’t prepared for him
to become one. More than once, she had to correct him to call her Mummy
instead of Mom.
Bindu glanced at the clock and realized that it was time for his lunch.
Vivaan had not slept well the previous night because of the noise and his
leaky nose. She walked inside the kitchen and heated up the cast iron
pan. She slapped a ball of wheat dough into her hands and made a large
circle with a rolling pin. Then she placed it in the pan and let it bubble up
on both the sides. After removing it from the pan, she smeared it with a
spoonful of ghee.
After she made a couple of rotis (he could eat by himself, but on sick days
he refused to eat on his own), she plopped him in front of the television as he
watched a show of Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood on Netflix.
When she sat on the wooden chair to breathe, she felt the baby kick from
inside as if her stomach was a football stadium. She placed her hand on her
belly, hoping to reach out to the human being inside through the wall of
tissues and skin.
In the morning, Mahesh had said that he would arrive home early from
work so they could drive to the hospital. She was twenty-two weeks pregnant
and today was an important ultrasound. They would learn the baby’s sex.
Bindu glanced idly at Mahesh’s iPhone that lay inside the ziplock bag
and realized that she wouldn’t be calling him to remind him about the
ultrasound. Instead of calling the cops who had visited earlier, she decided
to go ahead with the appointment. It was something that Mahesh had been
looking forward to since the time she had become pregnant.
“Vivaan, you have to get dressed. We are going to Manisha Auntie’s
house,” said Bindu as she packed graham crackers in a snack box.
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Vivaan threw no tantrums because he loved going to Manisha’s house,
who lived in the neighboring apartment. She had a three-year-old son,
Shivam, who was autistic. He hated having people over, but Vivaan was
an exception. The kids got along famously. Vivaan was excited because he
would be away from Bindu for a while. Ever since she had gotten pregnant,
she wasn’t running around anymore or chasing him with games of hide-andseek or the tickle-in-your-belly. She had turned into a huge penguin that
could only waddle from one room to another with careful balance. Bored of
her inability to jump and bounce, Vivaan would wait until Mahesh arrived
from work so they could play wild boy games.
Bindu dressed him up in his winter jacket, hat, and gloves. She wore her
Columbia jacket and hat, but forgot her gloves. Outside, the snow that had
dropped the previous night had turned into ice. She dug her hands into her
pockets as she carefully placed one foot after the other. At the doctor’s office,
the nurse always asked her if she had any falls lately, which was meant to
be a casual question. But Bindu knew there was nothing casual about falls
during pregnancy. You turn into a penguin; you sway from side to side but
you cannot lose your balance ever.
She held Vivaan’s hand with force as he loved the sound of snow
crunching under his boots. She knew he wanted to run.
“Bindu, come inside,” said Manisha, a short woman with dark, curly hair
that made her face look larger than it actually was. It gave her face a swollen
look as if someone had filled her up with air. Bindu met her seven months
ago in the community park where their sons had bonded over a ball game.
At that meeting, Manisha had told her how she was abused by her parents in
India, how she had broken up her first relationship after four years because
the guy got bored of her, how she found her husband who was eleven years
older than her, and how she had stopped having sex with him after her
pregnancy four years ago. Sex, she said, made her feel sick. "I always have a
migraine after sex. And I know I don’t want to do it again."
Bindu had just nodded because she had never known of anybody falling
sick from sex. She actually felt sad when Manisha told her that because
Bindu knew it brought fun into her life.
“No, it’s okay. Can I leave Vivaan here for an hour? I have an appointment,”
she said, offering no details about Mahesh’s accident.
“Of course, Shivam was already nagging me to bring him over to your
place. Just tell me how it goes. I am praying for it to be a she,” said Manisha
in an excited tone.
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She gave a small smile that didn’t match Manisha’s glowing excitement.
She wondered if it even mattered that she had a baby inside her body without
Mahesh around her. After kissing Vivaan goodbye, she called for an Uber
that arrived in five minutes. On her way, she thought about how Mahesh had
been hoping for a girl this time. It didn’t matter to her, she said. Babies were
babies, girl or boy. They came with a lot of work and they needed time and
attention. She would still have to breastfeed, deal with stinking poop, and
entertain the kids for several hours. She did, however, agree that boys came
with more hard work.
"If they see a boy in the scan, I might start crying," Bindu had said a few
weeks ago.
Vivaan had oodles of energy which was sometimes hard to burn. He
jumped like a Ping-Pong ball that couldn’t be rolled back to stop. He gave
up napping during the day when he turned one, making Bindu wonder if
she had the right number of hands to raise him. She was hoping that a girl
would bring some quietness. A child that would entertain itself with a cup
and spoon or a book.
At the hospital, Bindu was ushered into a dimly-lit room that was
surrounded with large white machines. After she peed, she undressed and
wore the loose hospital gown that made her feel more naked than being
actually naked. The sonographer, a white woman in her fifties, applied some
cold gel on her tummy that felt as if someone had dropped a tub of ice cream
on her. The woman moved a wand over her belly that transformed the baby
into black-and-white grainy images on a screen. As the images flooded in
front of her, she wondered about Mahesh because they were supposed to be
doing this together. The baby’s heartbeat that sounded like a galloping baby
horse sliced through her thoughts.
“Do you want to know what you’re having?” said the sonographer.
Bindu nodded. “Yes, please.”
A friend had earlier suggested the idea about doing a gender reveal party
in which the gender is passed down on a secret note which you open during
a reveal party. It sounded great, but Bindu had no patience to wait for a party
to know what she was having. She knew she had waited enough.
“I think I see a girl,” said the sonographer, as she continued to poke her
tummy to view the baby from different angles, “Yep, it’s a girl.”
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She didn’t know what to think about that. It felt as if an important
message had been handed down to her, but that she didn’t know what
to do with it.
When she reached home, she remembered that she had to call her
mother in India who was waiting for her phone call to know the baby’s sex.
But what could she say? How would she say that the baby was a girl without
telling her about Mahesh’s accident? So she just sent her a text about the sex
and another text explaining that she would call her later.
She sat for a while after putting her phone away. She gulped down water
and focused on the water passing through her mouth and her neck and the
food pipe. It was time to pick up Vivaan, but she just sat on the couch for
another few minutes. She hoped that the silence would allow her to think
about the accident.
But her thinking cells refused to do their job. They still wanted to think
that Mahesh was at work when he wasn’t.
Finally, she called Mahesh’s friend, Ram, who lived in Boston. "Mahesh
met with an accident," she said as if she were talking about a stranger,
someone she had heard about from the news. Ram wouldn’t believe her at
first and he laughed for a long time. He only stopped when he didn’t hear her
laugh back. That’s when he knew.
Money was not a problem now that crowdsourcing was a trend. Ram had
raised money through the GoFundMe site. The idea of transporting Mahesh
to India was never discussed because he had no family in India. His parents
had died three years ago in the Chennai floods that killed thousands in 2015.
Their two-story apartment had flooded with water. They were warned to get
outside before the rains turned heavy. But his parents didn’t think that the
water levels would rise high enough to drown them. The rains didn’t scare
them until hours later when it was too late to get outside through the water
that was quickly filling up inside.
Mahesh’s sister lived in New Jersey with her two teenaged sons
and husband. When she heard about the accident, she drove and
arrived promptly.
The sister, Divya, was a nice plump woman with eyes that sparkled.
When she arrived carrying a large, cherry-colored suitcase, Bindu broke
down as if someone had just pushed a pin into a water balloon. But she
cried because Divya hugged her like a bear. Her wide shoulders wrapped
her swollen body as if she were a lost cub.
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“I won’t talk to you about him. I am angry with him. It hurts more that
I can’t scream at him,” said Bindu once she had made two cups of ginger
chai for them.
Divya nodded. “I am hurt that I can’t smack him in the face.”
That made her smile. It should have made her cry instead because Mahesh
wasn’t coming. But she knew Divya was the kind of sister who could argue
with death if death was a person. Bindu knew that death wasn’t a person. It
was dark. Just endless darkness of nothing.
The service took place in a funeral home on Plantation Street in
Worcester, the same street where they had lived for eight years. She thought
that American funerals were boring and too quiet to mourn the loss. There
was no crying, no people kissing her and hugging her tight. No old women
thumping their chests or wailing in high-pitched screams. No incense sticks.
No flowered garlands.
Mahesh was dressed in a black suit and placed inside a fancy whitecolored casket. He appeared to be sleeping in a large, lavish bed. He didn’t
even look dead. There was no cotton ball inside his nostrils, no white
bandages around his head, no white cloth draped around his body giving
him the mummy look. By then, Bindu knew that Indian funerals were so
much more real and scary.
She had met Mahesh at a training program in Chennai, where she lived
briefly for a couple of months. She hated everything. The sun felt like a hot
iron rod that hung from the sky. She usually stopped her meals after one
serving because it was always rice. But what she missed was home and the
sweet-smelling, ghee-laden rotis of her mother.
Love could change all things. And it did. After she met Mahesh, she
didn’t miss any of the things that she did before. She looked at Mahesh’s
square-shaped face and his head full of hair and knew that she wanted to run
her hand over his Adam’s apple. While she preferred roti, he always wanted a
cup of rice for lunch. She spoke Hindi and he spoke Tamil.
Bindu’s parents were annoyed that they spoke with each other in
English. They thought it was stupid to marry someone and fight with them
in English. They were also concerned about the kind of babies they would
make. Mahesh was dark-skinned while Bindu was fair like the color of
white chocolate.
When Vivaan was born, they promised each other that he would
grow up speaking Hindi and Tamil. Their pediatrician had told them that
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multilingual children had sharper brains. Bindu had also heard that babies
from intercultural marriages were usually intelligent. But now that Vivaan
spoke only English, she thought less about the promise and even less about
intelligent children.
After the funeral, Bindu was scheduled to fly to India. She had arrived
on a dependent visa. With Mahesh no longer alive, she could no longer live
in America. He was cremated there, and though she had transferred his
ashes into a handcrafted brass urn, it felt as if she were deserting him in the
country that had given them so much. It was where they had built their first
memories of discovering each other after their wedding in India.
Her friends from the community and Mahesh’s colleagues came in to
help her pack her belongings into three large Samsonite suitcases. Stuff that
Bindu and Mahesh had bought over years, planning the rest of their lives in
America. Mahesh had hoped that someday he would get his Green Card and
they would be able to buy a house of their own.
Not too big, they both had agreed. Three small bedrooms, a living room,
and a kitchen would be enough, Mahesh had said. Oh, the patio, Bindu had
mentioned. The patio was essential for fresh air and long family talks and
to gaze at the stars. Stargazing helped with breathing because your mind
becomes quiet when you look at the sky, she said.
Bindu stared at the plasma TV that was wall-mounted, the large kingsized mattress that had come from IKEA, and the three-seater recliner couch
that helped rest her legs on days when she was tired from carrying all the
baby weight that was beginning to pile up on her. And then there was their
car too, the Chevrolet Suburban which they had bought after Vivaan came
along. The plan was to fit the second baby down the road.
Ram had already listed some of the things on Craigslist to save her some
money. She wasn’t troubled about the loss of things because, as much as she
liked them, they were just things. But these were things that held stories.
Stories about how they had often undressed on the couch. How they went on
long drives only so they could talk. How they watched a movie every Friday
night on Netflix because once you’re a parent, it becomes hard to unwind,
and a movie with dinner becomes the only option.
When Ram asked her if there were any particular things she wanted to
take along to India, Bindu had no idea what to answer. She just picked a few
of Mahesh’s shirts that still had the dirt of his sweat layered on the collar. His
dirt was all she had.
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After Vivaan went to sleep and her friends had left, Bindu was finally
alone. Manisha had cooked meals for them: lentil gravy and rice. She had
also fed and bathed Vivaan while Bindu worked on the mourning process.
Manisha said you should take your time to mourn. She told Bindu that there
are five stages of grief and now would be the denial stage. In the coming
weeks, she would deal with anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.
Bindu had no idea what that meant. She didn’t know if she was in the
denial stage or any of the stages Manisha spoke about.
She just didn’t know what you were supposed to do when you lost your
best friend.
She stepped into the bedroom where their king mattress lay bare with
the covers removed. The room was filled with half-packed carton boxes. She
sat on the bed and mused about the times Mahesh had made love to her.
Sometimes, she would rouse him from sleep, wink at him, and ask if he was
up for some games. Like always, he was usually up for it.
“How is it that you are ready anytime?” she said one morning after they
had made love.
“That’s how a man’s body works. It’s not as if your offers come in
every day.”
She had laughed at that. She would usually swat him away when he
dipped his hands inside her underwear to cup her bottom when she was
working inside the kitchen.
She was thinking about the time when they had made love on the kitchen
floor. It hadn’t been comfortable because the floor was hard and the kitchen
was small like a tiny rectangle matchbox. It gave them no space to roll or
move. Still, she remembered how they had laughed afterward. How they had
felt fresh.
She heard Vivaan squirm on the bed, calling her to the bed. She
rearranged the comforter over him and pulled him closer to her, letting him
feel her warmth. It was early January in Worcester. Though there weren’t any
major storms, temperatures had dropped to the low twenties. She felt her
nose turning cold and wondered if noses were detachable; she would have
loved to remove it for a while. Vivaan rested his head over her arm, forcing
her to rest for the night, even though she wanted to stay awake.
Earlier that day, shed' overheard Ram talking with other friends about
the accident. That it wasn’t anybody’s fault. That there was some sleet
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and ice on the road. That Mahesh had somehow miscalculated his turn.
That he had died in an instant, on the spot. Like an animal that suddenly
stopped moving.
People usually drove in icy conditions too, but they had to be slow and
watchful. Mahesh was known for being a careful driver, but that morning
he just wasn’t careful enough. That morning, he had been driving the other
car, a red Nissan Altima because the Suburban was covered in snow and he
wasn’t in the mood for cleanup.
“But the Altima needs to be serviced. You said last week,” she reminded
him, rubbing sleep from her puffy eyes.
“That will have to wait. I am not shoveling four inches of snow. I have
meetings,” he said, scooping her large body to kiss her gently on her neck
and ears. “I’ll be home soon,” he said as he abruptly took his hands off her
and didn’t even kiss Vivaan because he was still sleeping.
The Altima was a spare which they decided to keep in case Bindu wanted
to drive the kids during the summer. It wasn’t equipped with snow tires. But
Mahesh said he knew what it meant to drive in the snow. You just have to be
slow and careful. Your mirrors have to be clean. Your eyes have to be wide
open. That’s all it takes.
Five days had passed since the accident. Bindu had not cried yet. When
the person at the funeral home shut the casket as if he were closing a suitcase
filled with items of clothing and junk, Bindu simply looked away at the wall
to stare at a canvas painting of a tree. She told herself that crying wouldn’t
help her because it would confuse Vivaan and welcome difficult questions.
"You should cry. Crying is known to be healing after loss," her mom said.
But what if she just couldn’t cry? What if crying made it worse?
After her return to India, the baby arrived on time with the proper count
of fingers and toes. And it was still a girl. Bindu had heard of a friend who
learned that she was having a girl but ended up delivering a boy. Such things
were rare but still happened.
She tried hard to find traces of Mahesh in the baby’s face. But she looked
like other babies. Too smooth like a lotioned tissue paper. The eyes and the
nose and the mouth looked as if tiny buttons were placed on her face. There
wasn’t much time to grieve Mahesh’s absence as Bindu was surrounded by
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her maternal family and relatives who gave her no privacy for mulling about
the things she had lost.
She named the baby Sarah Mahesh.
“Why Sarah? We are not Christians or Americans,” her mother said.
“It doesn’t matter,” said Bindu.
During her pregnancy, they had not discussed baby names as they
wanted to learn the sex first. She chose Sarah because Mahesh had loved
the character of a fictional character called Sara Tancredi from the TV show
Prison Break. They had watched it obsessively on Netflix during their first
winter in 2010.
Vivaan had started kindergarten at a local school that helped him shed
his American accent, which was replaced by a deeper and pronounced Indian
accent. The word ‘pencil’ sounded more like ‘penceeeel,’ and ‘ball’ sounded
more like ‘baaal.’ He no longer asked for his father. She was grateful that the
accident hadn’t occurred at an age when he started building memories. He
wouldn’t remember his father and would only know him through the stories
that Bindu painted for him. This also meant that he wouldn’t deal with the
kind of pain she was going through.
In summer, when Sarah turned six months old, Bindu decided to go
on a hike. She looked up online and found the site Trek the Himalayas. She
had never been on a trek before, though Mahesh had discussed trekking the
North Rim of the Grand Canyon. But they never found time after Vivaan
arrived. They never spoke about it when she became pregnant the second
time. But now, something pushed her to do the thing that was left undone.
She had weaned Sarah from the breast, though she had wanted to
continue until Sarah turned one. But then it would have meant that she’d
have to wait for another six months to go on the trip. Bindu didn’t want to
wait any longer, for she knew she would change her mind at least a hundred
times by then. She put Sarah on formula and solids; it also meant that she
would be cared for by Bindu's mother without the need for her to be around.
“It’s only been seven months since he is gone. Do you really want to do
this?” said her mother, and Bindu knew she would have been happy if Bindu
had said that she was remarrying. Because that would mean moving on and
fixing the missing piece of her life’s puzzle.
“Will you be safe? You should think about the kids.”
Bindu smiled as she stared at the sleeping faces of Vivaan and Sarah.
She could see the faint images of Mahesh and her in them. In the lips.
In the noses. In the foreheads. She wanted to kiss their smooth, cream124
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colored faces, but she didn’t. She couldn’t risk waking them when it was
time for her leave.
“Just take care of them, Ma.”
Bindu packed her backpack with the bare essentials. She was warned
not to prepare for "what-if " situations, as it would only add weight. Things
she packed: three warm layers, three trek pants, three collared T-shirts,
sunglasses, sun cap, hand gloves, woolen scarves, socks, LED torch, trekking
pole, ponchos, toiletries, water bottle, and a medical kit.
At the Lohajung base camp, she met with the trek leader, Kabir, who
welcomed her as if she were planning to walk on fire. Kabir appeared to be
in his late thirties, tall with narrow, bony shoulders with at least two inches
of hair on his head. He was friendly but quick to remind her that she would
be exposed to inclement weather. Bindu wondered if losing a husband was
included in that.
The party of ten left for Wan, a village located an hour away from
Lohanjung. Here, Bindu came across a cluster of cypress trees that looked
like a large bunch of happy people cuddling together. It took four people
to hug the tree, someone from the group mentioned. On day three, they
left from Ghairoli Patal to Ali Bugyal, which was the largest rolling green
carpet Bindu had ever seen. She forgot all about the pain in her heart as her
feet touched the gentle green grass of the meadows. She watched the clouds
drift in from below, glide over the ridge, and slide on the other side in slow
motion, as if they were dancing to a romantic tune.
The climb to Kalu Vinayak was the most crucial part of the trek. It wasn’t
long, but the zigzag trails were steep. Kabir suggested that they climb this
section cautiously, with breaks in between to relax, or they could become
tired from the thin air. Bindu and the others got breathless and sometimes
felt dizzy too. One thirty-year-old refused to go any further as she started
gasping for air.
They spent the night at Bhagwa Basa campsite. The temperatures dipped
to one degree at 2:00 a.m. Bindu shivered as she piled herself into layers of
warm clothing. She felt her fingers turning into rocks as she struggled to
chew on fruit bars. She allowed herself to briefly wonder about Mahesh, but
the freezing cold kept distracting her until she closed her eyes and gave in
to sleep.
It was the first time she was on her own after a long time. To Bindu, it
seemed liberating to lose herself on the snow-covered cliffs where she could
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forget how her life had turned out. She made a few friends. Most people were
younger than her. Some had recently graduated or had just started working.
In fact, Bindu realized that she was the only one who was married and had
kids. She didn’t bother explaining too much but merely mentioned that she
had lost her husband.
You lose your husband and he becomes a part of small talk.
In the last stretch of the climb toward Roopkund, they were required
to use their feet and hands to get to the famous crater on the mountain. It
was covered with snowy flakes that appeared like tiny sparkling jewels. On
Roopkund, Bindu felt the thin air reaching inside her lungs, turning them
into blocks of ice.
She felt Mahesh around her, hugging her the way he usually did. She
closed her eyes and felt the warmth of his soft hands around her. And then it
was gone. When she opened her eyes, she only felt the cold wind biting her
skin sharply.
Tears fell from her eyes. She hadn’t cried in a long time. In fact, she had
never mourned Mahesh’s passing properly because she told herself that
she had to be brave for her children. But today, she couldn’t be brave for
anybody. Not even for herself. She let the tears flow through the night as if
she were emptying an overflowing cup. This is what she had come for. To
empty her cup.
At home, Vivaan and Sarah sprang up with delight when they saw Bindu. She
kissed their faces for a long time and held their tiny bodies close to her own.
They kissed her back but were happy when she let them go. She had become
a visitor, someone who loved them and someone they’d see occasionally.
The following week, Bindu returned to work as a software engineer
where she had previously worked for five years before her wedding. Her
employers were glad to have her back. They said, "We are happy to help a
single mother." Bindu wanted to laugh at the mention of "single mother."
But she didn’t.
Two years passed. Bindu made good money. Enough to get her kids into a
good school in Bangalore. By then, her mother had started daily discussions
about remarrying.
“I don’t think my kids can handle another father,” said Bindu.
“They sure can. They need a father and you need a partner. You always
cry when someone gets married,” said her mother.
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Bindu shook her head. “That’s not true. I don’t cry because I want to
get married.”
She did cry when someone got married. That’s because it reminded
her of her own wedding when she had planned her entire life with Mahesh
without knowing that he wouldn’t be in the plan. But she didn’t say any of
this to her mother.
From work, Bindu was assigned a project in the United States. She
hugged and kissed her children before getting on her flight to America.
She remembered the first time she had flown as a newlywed bride with
Mahesh, who was her newlywed groom. They were young and ignorant. It
felt different and like a lifetime ago.
Her workplace was in the Bay Area of San Francisco. Bindu had never lived
on the West Coast except for a two-day trip to Los Angeles. She rented an
apartment with another Indian girl. Sometimes, her boyfriend would come
on weekends to spend time with her. Bindu usually spent her evenings and
weekends making Skype calls to India to hear her children laugh and jump
while she tried hard to have a conversation with them.
On the Independence Day long weekend, Bindu booked a ticket to
Worcester. She didn’t want to be in a place that would bring back memories,
but she had to do this. She had to know if she’d find him there.
After landing at the Boston Logan Airport, she took a taxi to Worcester.
She booked a room at the Marriott on Plantation Street as she only intended
to stay for a night. She didn’t contact old friends. There was no point. They
would demand to know her life’s progress after Mahesh’s passing.
After dropping her bags, she took an Uber to Lake Quinsigamond,
which used to be her favorite weekend spot. It was summer and people
were out dressed in shorts and halter necks and T-shirts. Their bodies were
slathered with sun lotion. Young mothers were pushing strollers while some
were walking their dogs. Men were playing tennis. Some people were out
in the water with their steamer boats. It was a beautiful summer that felt
rewarding after the long, brutal winter. That year, Bindu learned from the
news that Massachusetts had suffered three major snowstorms.
Bindu sat on the grass and stared at the blue water. She had come there
on warm evenings with Mahesh to hold hands and sip hot coffee. She stared
at a couple who walked past by, kissing and laughing over a secret joke. She
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expected to feel some sort of an ache rise in her throat. She waited for the
tears to spring to her eyes, but nothing happened.
She cradled the necklace that Mahesh had gifted her on their first
Valentine’s Day. She sat for a few minutes longer until she felt the sun biting
through her skin. She called for an Uber to take her back to her room because
she wouldn’t return to the lake again.
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I sat up all night with a light kept hidden. A light crafted from the
voices of the departed whispering the recipes of their favorite foods.
An autumn morning is a cathedral without a ceiling. Leaves fall on its
floor like prayers: On this horizon may deed and consequence meet,
toast each other. Tonight I will wear only feathers and sleep in the bird
house. No skeleton will be denied sleep because of me.
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I walk, snails pursue me. “Come look at all of these constellations you
missed,” they cry out from their shells, each one an Earth with its own orbit.
Moonlight sees its reflection in the quarter, wishes on itself. The shadow of
my vegetable face pulls me while it still has something to pull. Mycelium
overtakes the bed.
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The field remembers me but as a violet that hid in its armpit. I lost my petals
somewhere in my sleep. My words are pollen smeared across the windshield
with no itinerary. Psyche emerges from the pile of leaves and covers her
shaved head with a knitted wool cap, she asks me if she can have some milk.
She drinks honey straight from bees’ silky hands. Who am I to say no.
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A river races under the floor. It bends around the bed and across the borders
of the room’s shadows, out toward the sea of what everyone might dream.
The years have diluted me, I condensate on the glass. An early dusk washes
me away. The thistle moon floats close by, it was once a word, a word with
no body.
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I write myself as a painting that depicts the orange moment when autumn
reaches an exposed face. It is the sequel to the gospel in which beauty saves
me from a fear of dying slowly. I hang myself on the living room wall. My
patrons are those who look at themselves with eyes closed.
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Bedtime Story #10
Back then, fall leaves were no longer gold and tangerine,
an agreed-upon signal for something. They would
brown and die instantly, entire forests had leaves hanging
limp on their branches. Fields of wildflowers perished
still in their buds. Trees expired at their roots. Below
the branches in their web of luxury, bodies marched
to meet the guns at the border. There were sudden
deaths and slow, weary ones. Some routes closed off.
Some things remained underwater. Your home burned
like the forests of Multnomah Falls. You stayed to watch
the fire, the way everything it touched shrank. All of this came
before the long, bloody summers of your daughter. She
dreamed of your childhood river on charred, empty nights
as the city dried up. A fairytale for her shrinking world.
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Go Back
if the old piano remains
it means we still live here,
still belong here, though we may
have been told otherwise
if only we lived in sand you could see
our handprints adorning the walls
kid-sized fingers from every age
toeprints etched in worn magenta carpet
we are from here insomuch as anyone is
from anywhere, wood floors creaking as
we walk the house, I can decipher each
set of creaks, my father’s slow pitter-patter
after midnight and my mother’s fast,
purposeful staccato at sunrise
outside the air is lush and empty, like it’s
drunk on the evergreens, each one a
fantasy, a living miracle, everything changes
but they stay the same all year—the porch
wet every morning whether or not it has rained,
no cloud ever hesitating to touch us,
to turn us into little rivers
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it never occurred to me that we didn’t belong
here, never occurred to me that there was somewhere
else we could go back to, I myself have never
seen that place in the attic boxes of my mind while falling
asleep, never spent the day trying to remember its
smells, never felt its pink softness against my toes
tell me, can you see it from the peaks of mount hood?
does it smell of evergreens?
does it rain there?
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Mother Load:
Black Asian Articulations of
Asian Immigrant Mothering
You must be very close with your mother.
***
If, according to erin Khuê Ninh (2011), “migrating to positions of global
advantage is about the hope for upward mobility” and “the hope of profiting
in the Western capitalist economy” in which “the Asian immigrant family
[is] a production unit—a sort of cottage industry, for a particular brand of
good, capitalist subject” (2), what happens to that hope, upward mobility,
and profit when Asian immigrant women migrate to the United States, a
white supremacist, capitalist, settler state and geopolitical site of ongoing
imperialist domination and military power, and build families with African
American men whose racial position denies them subsequent institutional
and personal advantage and the opportunity to ever become “good, capitalist
subjects”?
What, if not “a particular brand of good, capitalist subject,” is produced?
And within the site of that production, how does race and (anti)Blackness
shape motherhood, citizenship, and identity within families?
***

I was born first and named after a Japanese American news
anchorwoman by my Black American father who wanted to make sure my
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name was one that white America would have no trouble pronouncing.
A name that would get callbacks for job interviews.
***
With these questions and others in mind, I grapple with motherhood—
specifically Asian immigrant mothering—and the threads of race, belonging,
and care that inform the experiences of Asian immigrant women who
have married or have had children with Black American men, and whose
lives and families have been complicated by and intertwined with white
supremacy and anti-Blackness. As the daughter of a Chinese mother who
was born in Burma in 1956 and immigrated to the United States in 1974,
I wanted to write about how Asian immigrant women “mother” or raise
and nurture children who are visibly read as Black and subject to anti-Black
discrimination and violence.
I also wanted to tease out the fine textures of how Black Asian children
understand their identities as shaped by the complexities of their Asian
immigrant mothers’ social marginalization, racial and cultural identification,
and fears and desires. It is this labor performed by Asian immigrant
mothers, of teaching and nurturing children who are racially read as Black
and subjected to anti-Black racism and violence while effectively preparing
them to navigate a society in which white social and institutional power
continues to simultaneously obstruct Black access to mobility and capital
and maintain Black suffering, that I refer to literally and figuratively as the
“mother load.”
But as I moved to incorporate sources and pull together accounts from
other Black Asian adults who talked or wrote about their relationships with
their mothers, my own relationship with my Chinese mother—a cracked
bowl, the burnt rice in the well of the pot, a frown made into permanent
scar—would haunt my research and words, infiltrating the nice, structured
body of my academic essay and spilling into the scholarly analysis. It became
necessary to incorporate this narrative to push back against the divide
between academic and creative work so often encountered by scholar-artists,
forcing us to commit to one over the other and to honor the knowledge that
lies in our creative voice. For statistics, data, and polished academic language
alone cannot fully answer the question: how does race and (anti)Blackness
shape motherhood, citizenship, and identity within families?
***
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When she describes herself now, my mother calls herself Chinese.
When she insisted on continuing to see my Black American father in the
late seventies, her family told her she was not Chinese.
That she would defy them and date my Black father, ignoring the first
rule applied to all immigrants desiring assimilation—to repulse Blackness,
to avoid Black people—would earn her a black eye and a row of empty
seats meant for her family at her high school graduation.
Soon after, she would leave her mother’s house and give birth to
brown children.
***
In some ways, the maternal relationships Black Asian children had with their
mothers seemed parallel to those of other children of Asian immigrants. We
all learned from a young age how to navigate both the immigrant world of
our mothers (my own world growing up felt small and intimate and was
bound by a common language and familiar food that denoted our belonging)
and an American society that was often hostile to foreigners, women, and
nonwhite people. Devoted to our mothers, we would fulfill the role of
translator, failing miserably at times when we were unable to protect them
from other adults who verbally attacked, disrespected, or dismissed them.
But, over time, some of our translating services would fall short,
with mine in particular feeding larger and larger crumbs to my little girl
sense of power. For while I learned to advocate for her in public spaces,
I would privately exploit her linguistic limitations, mistranslating school
forms requiring parental signatures and using vocabulary and phrases I
acquired in school to gain the upper hand in arguments before eventually
mimicking the indifference that the rest of our society dealt her whenever
when she spoke.
***

Being trilingual, my mother is capable of understanding and making
herself understood in Mandarin, English, and Burmese, albeit to varying
degrees. However, for me, her eldest child, the native English speaker,
Mandarin clangs through my body like a broken toy. It scrapes
unfamiliar-like against the sides of my mouth.
You would never know it, but it was once how we communicated—a
young immigrant woman and new mother living isolated in a house with
her brown child—until the day I came home from school and, with a
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mouth like a broken levee, allowed our house to be battered and swept
away by a deluge of words.
The words specifically: Here in America we speak English.
I was in the second grade and had only meant to submerge my mother’s
othered language in order for the new language I was learning in school
to take root in our mouths and gentrify our conversations, invading and
displacing in order to thrive.
Once it became established, there was no longer sacred speech
between us.
***
Most children of Asian immigrants have at one point been “the ones
responsible for financial management, brokering, and caregiving roles”
(Chung 2016, 86) with parents and grandparents and “tutors and guides
for younger siblings, cousins, and neighbors” (Katz 2014, 97). Moreover,
because “mother-daughter communication tends to be more intensive,”
those of us who are daughters remember being called upon more often to
fulfill caregiving roles, as girls are “more likely to broker for their mothers”
than boys (33). Walking into adolescence and young adulthood, a number
of us would engage in gradually intensifying struggles over power, identity,
and autonomy with our parents whose needs and citizenship status
simultaneously engulfed and challenged our own.
***

All I know is that when I became a teenager, I wanted to eat the cake of
American life with a boyfriend in a fast car with my favorite song playing.
I didn’t want to have to translate any more.
***
Mythologized in American society as producers of superior offspring who,
through strict and diligent mothering, become models of academic genius
and capitalist hyperproductivity, Asian immigrant women continue to
be both celebrated and castigated. Yet, we as their children knew that our
mothers were neither women who singly fulfilled the “family-devoted wife/
mother who raises obedient children with proper family values,” nor were
they wholly the “education-/discipline-obsessed Asian Tiger Mom” (Chung
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2016, 7) famously evoked in Amy Chua’s Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother
and thoroughly criticized for rigorous overinvested parenting which led to
children “lack[ing] any redeeming individualistic humanistic qualities like
emotions, morals, and creativity because of this obsession to succeed” (11).
They were more than tropes. And many of us would come of age
witnessing our mothers’ vulnerability as they publicly experienced the
violence of being treated as peripheral citizens.
***

It was truly a fierce determination that caused a young Chinese
immigrant woman—alienated by the intimate racism of her family and
living in the peripheries of white, Black, and Chinese America—to force
her two daughters into the loud keys of a piano hoping the classical music
might rub off.
***
Perceived as neither a natural nor native component of America for a myriad
of reasons—because they had limited English proficiency; because they were
not highly skilled; because they did not arrive with excess financial, political,
or social capital; because they took low-wage jobs to pay for food, clothing,
school supplies, extracurricular classes, rent; because they did not work
but stayed at home to perform childcare duties; because they weren’t white;
because they were women; because they were immigrants whose citizenship
and belonging were seen as questionable; because they were here—our
mothers, positioned as perpetual foreigners and outsiders, would shape our
own relationship to citizenship, to race, to the nation.
Less visible to us were our mothers’ expressions of agency and power,
their gestures of refusal, of resentment, of resistance, and resilience in
a society where agency and power remain the property of those affluent,
white, or male enough to matter.
***

The sentence that begins: “It was truly a fierce determination,” read
without the tender meat of racial and class shame between its legs, might
lead some people to assume that the compulsory piano lessons my sister
and I endured were simply the measured actions taken by a dedicated tiger
mother intent on priming her children for a highly successful future, one
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in which an adolescent performance at a prestigious piano competition
coupled with a host of other important prizes and awards might eventually
lead to much-coveted admissions to top Ivy League schools.
But this sentence belongs to my story and it is a story so engorged by
the blood of race, of Blackness, of class, and shame that it should not be
read any other way.
***
In thinking about where my experience diverges from that of other children
of Asian immigrant mothers, it is at the body, experiences, and history of
my other parent—my father—who is Black and was born in San Francisco
in 1955 to migrants who left Louisiana for California. From boyhood to
manhood, through the eras of civil rights and Black Power, his entanglements
with structural and institutional racism would leave him the loser time and
time again. These losses would eventually become life lessons for me that
informed my own understanding of Blackness.
But for my mother who was forced to battle a king tide of racist abuse
and disownment from family members and other Chinese people while
learning how to swim in the language of a new country, Blackness and
the anti-Blackness that deprived her children of morality, integrity, and
capital were both the enemy against which she attempted to write her
children’s destinies.
***

My mother would groom me from childhood to behave in a way that
would lessen the risk of racism from white people and the disdain of
Chinese people we met.
I was taught to avoid being too loud in public, to limit my gestures, to
remain passive, to reach for bland portions of self-restraint and softness
over the delicious plates of passionate rage or force.
My mother believed that if only I could pass as a nice little Chinese
American girl—obedient, quiet, respectful, and polite with no dark
corners—I would be able to have the cake and eat the fat, succulent pork
belly edges off a comfortable (white) American middle-class life, too.
Funny enough, this was what her father believed about her before
he sent her away from Rangoon and into the rest of her wandering life:
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that if she could present as a nice little Chinese girl, she would have the
satisfaction of a fruitful life: married into a wealthy, moderate Chinese
family and revered by her healthy and successful
Chinese children (all sons).
***
For the immigrant subject, Viet Thanh Nguyen (2002) writes, “the historically
marginalized status of blackness and the historically privileged status of
whiteness” have long since and “continue to serve as symbolic embodiments
of failure and achievement” (30). This has resulted in successive waves of
immigrants publicly disavowing Blackness and entering into competitive
and antagonistic relationships with Black people while seeking (and
receiving) varying degrees of white validation and white social adjacency in
accordance with their real and perceived proximity to Blackness.
For Asian immigrant women married to Black partners, it is, in the
words of Iyko Day (2016), “undissolvable blackness as a transferrable
category of a racial underclass” (148) that they find themselves inheriting
and grappling with intimately for the first time. And during the course of
bearing children, a number of these women also recognize their role in (and
in some instances, assume preventative measures to avert) the transmission
of Blackness to their children.
***

My mother, the teenaged immigrant who arrived in the United States
fatherless, her own suitcase still smelling of beef and rice, grew into a
woman who could never admit that a part of her lives in deep regret having
married a man and birthed three daughters whose existence tethers her to
that thing called Blackness.
This Blackness would stain the most visible parts of her world like a
birthmark spilled across the face of a newborn child.
And despite her denial, she would resent it as though it had purposely
chosen her, sitting atop her immigrant dreams and greedily ripping the
feathers out of them.
***
In families that followed a patriarchal model, the teaching and nurturing
associated with childcare typically fell upon women who were tasked with
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modeling cultural values and life skills and the dissemination of racial
identity. According to a study by Jenifer Bratter and Holly E. Heard (2009),
“the reproduction or transmission of race from one generation to the next…
is traced through the connection between a parent’s racial identification and
his or her offspring’s.” Between parent and child, they found that frequent
positive interactions “are fundamental to shaping early impressions of racial
difference and achieving a fully integrated racial self ” (661). However,
for Asian women who were marginalized within their ethnic community
or lived far away from family or homeland, the task of transferring their
cultural identity on to their children was much more arduous.
Considering that children’s success often depends upon the wealth,
instruction, environment, networks, and support provided by parents,
relatives, peers, and extended community, the success of Black Asian
children would be largely determined by the parameters of what our parents
could negotiate and acquire. Doing the best they could with the resources
they had, our parents helped us lay the foundation of our worlds: both
Black and Asian. But unlike white-Asian couples who “saw the mixture
of their children as primarily an issue of nationality and only secondarily
of race” and understood their children’s whiteness to be “a confirmation
of their ‘Americanness,’” the racism and xenophobia our Black and Asian
parents experienced meant that we would face a layered cake of racism
and discrimination based on our racial identities, neither of which were
perceived as “symbolically equivalent to the nation” (Root 2001, 140).
We would further occupy a disadvantaged position “along the continuum
of racial privilege,” a reality that directly impacted our quality of life given
that “race still structures access to opportunities…[and] nonwhite children
suffer substantially higher rates of poverty, attend schools with far fewer
resources, and lack preventive health care” (Garrod, Kilkenny, Gómez 2014,
3). Because of this, our mothers would sometimes try and “fix” the fine
circuitry of racial domination, singeing their fingertips as they bent wires
meant to privilege white people in the direction of their children, their
gestures making our relationships even more tender, possessive, delicate,
and tenuous; all of those wonderful, heavy, certain, and uncertain things.
***

Being an immigrant, my mother had carefully studied all that there was
to know about American culture and life. She had learned early on that
middle-class identification required a disidentification with everything that
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did not fit its description. And of the things that did not fit its description
were all things Black, poor, ugly, unhealthy, immigrant.
The things that we were.
***
With an absent or disinterested father in the home, mothers had free reign
to decide the degree to which they would transmit their own racial, ethnic,
cultural, and gender identities. In the event that women had antagonistic
relationships with their Black partners or internalized anti-Black attitudes,
they actively engaged in disavowing their children’s Blackness. Lack of
support or negative reception from Black extended relatives or community
also prompted some Asian immigrant mothers to prioritize the transmission
of their ethnic culture over their husbands’ Blackness, in some instances
eclipsing that Blackness altogether. In this sense, Asian immigrant mothers
were powerful conduits of race and culture with their children sometimes
operating as vehicles through which spouses “work[ed] out their feelings
about their partner and themselves by projecting qualities onto their
children” (Murphy-Shigematsu 2012, 119).
***

On the other side of my mother’s good intentions lived her very real
immigrant fear of loud, imagined Black murderers and Black rapists, of
Black poverty and Black aggression that she watched on the evening news.
In her immigrant woman mind, she believed that as long as her
children did as they were told—kept up piano lessons, wore straighter hair,
used better diction—they could avoid becoming victims and prey.
***
Many women were also guided by the desire for companionship and the
determination to see oneself reflected in one’s own children, determinedly
transmitting their own ethnic cultures, imparting knowledge, language, food
practices, grooming habits, social expectations, and rituals to their children,
and, in the process, rendering their children, however phenotypically
different they were, familiar. Stephen Murphy-Shigematsu (2012) notes
that this was a common strategy for “many women displaced from their
homelands who fight isolation and feelings of powerlessness by teaching
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their children about their native culture.” Many of these identity and culture
lessons were complex and required particular navigation, with women
finding that “outwardly they had to satisfy the demands of their husbands’
insisting that their children were American. But inside the home and in their
intimate relations they could make their children” (118) in their likeness.
***

Despite not having a full-enough grasp on language to understand
the definition of anti-Blackness and its root word ‘white supremacy,’ my
mother’s first step was to disguise our Blackness in hopes that the specter
of racism would not see us and instead pass us over.
She did this through the careful and persistent conditioning of our
external and internal selves, in what would become a series of rituals.
One of these rituals consisted of me sitting clamped between my
mother’s legs and having my thick, curly hair harshly pulled into two
straight braids while she cursed each strand of hair along with the horrible
god that had cursed me with this texture and curl pattern.
After she was finished yanking the hair into submission, I would be
sent out into the world, gradually growing more and more
ashamed of my roots.
***
In some instances, Asian immigrant mothers facilitated their children’s
acquisition of their father’s racial identity, encouraging a gravitation toward
their husband’s cultural and regional identities through the preparation and
consumption of particular foods, and attempted to transmit Blackness to
their children through the adoption of Black English and the cultivation or
embrace of their children’s choice of Black playmates or partners. For some,
it was an effort to integrate themselves into the communities and spaces of
their Black partners, with Asian mothers simultaneously incorporating and
performing Blackness in their everyday lives, modeling it for their children.
Mitzi Uehara-Carter, whose mother is Okinawan, “learned early in life
who she was from her parents and others around her.” And while her “father
never sat down to ‘teach’ her about being black,” she “actually learned a
few things about Southern black culture from her Okinawan mother, who
inadvertently began to speak a mix of Okinawan and Southern U.S. English,
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incorporating expressions such as ‘fixin’ to’ and ‘ya’ll’ into her vocabulary.
Her fluid combination of grammar, syntax, and multilingual colloquialisms
was especially noticeable when she was mad” (118).
***

My mother always used to tell me I could date a Black man “as long as
he’s an educated Black.”
Educated Blacks: my father, his siblings, Barack Obama.
***
The decision to raise one’s child as Black (not “mixed”) in a country where
Black people experience diminished wealth and opportunities and are at
a greater risk for early and unnatural death and state-sanctioned killings
remains very much a political act. That some of our mothers chose to do this
and find pleasure, fullness, and possibility in Blackness would give those of
us who grew up in the post-civil rights era a better grip on our Black identity.
Inheriting the fruits of the radical political struggles and cultural shifts of the
1960s, a moment that “stirred a new sense of pride in black Americans,” we
would be the beneficiaries of the love labor of activists, artists, and everyday
Black folks who engaged in the consciousness-raising and lifting up of Black
people and Black culture. We too would believe that to be part Black was to
be Black, an assertion that sometimes placed us in conflict with our Asian
mothers who viewed our racial claims as a rejection of themselves.
***

Despite it all, my sisters and I turned out nothing like our mother
wanted. We sweat like men, grew hair in awkward places, and held no
concern for the dark way the sun would mark us and lead to the supposed
black ruin of our future.
I was the darkest child in family photos, and at maternal family
functions I would be fed the thick, greasy skin of anti-Blackness by the
same people who told me they loved me.
Eventually, I would abandon my piano lessons, knowing that my
impassioned rendition of Für Elise from memory would not spare me from
a world that would surely eviscerate my small animal heart.
In the end, my mother knew that there was no way that race,
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specifically Blackness, would not find its way into our family; no way
that she could prevent it from chewing through the careful, paper-thin
identities she had constructed for us.
***
As mothers aged, the caregiving expectations performed by daughters would
accelerate as new financial- and health-related needs required different
forms of care and continued advocacy. Like the children of other Asian
immigrants who, in adulthood, continued to act “as translators for their
parents, mediators and advocates in outside disputes…and contributors to
the household and family business,” (Chung 2016, 84) so too did the children
of Black fathers and Asian mothers, despite the weight of this emotional
labor and the potential it had to exacerbate relationships between mothers
and children. Looking at my own relationship with my mother, I see where
she sacrificed her own joy, comfort, aspirations, and dreams to raise three
Black Chinese daughters despite having little education, capital, and support.
I also see where her sacrifice was couched in the expectation that her
daughters would carry the torch forward and acquire the things that were
out of reach for but desired by her: get a good (name-brand) education,
get good (paying) jobs, marry good (non-Black) men with good (paying)
jobs, have well-behaved (non-Black) children who would respect their
grandparents. She would often say, “I sacrificed so you wouldn’t have to
make the same mistake.” I now realize the mistake she was referring to was
marrying my Black father and having Black kids, although she will deny she
means the latter.
***

To be fair, and to acknowledge my mother’s words—“You need to
stop blaming us and focus on yourself ”—my parents were both people
whose lives had been badly fractured in childhood; a duo whose combined
powers in adulthood were his ability to “put a roof over our heads” and
control small children and animals and her willingness to caregive
for monsters.
It would take me years to actually feel as though I knew them: my
father, a fragile sprout of a boy, caught in the tangled marriage of his
parents and for whom vicious beatings and police calls became family
ritual; my mother in other people’s houses whom she was related to by
blood, squatting near a bucket, scrubbing the dirt out of
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their children’s hair.
I inherited heartbreak from knowing them.
In some ways, who and what my parents were before I was born would
serve as an indication of my future chances and adult outcomes.
***
While I initially wrote this essay to articulate the experiences of Asian
immigrant women like my mother who arrived as adults in the United
States between the end of the Second World War and prior to the multiracial
movement of the 1990s and mothered Black, mixed-race children, I realize
how important it is to produce something that not only archives kinships
that have been rendered unimportant in American society, but also acts
as a living reference for my children and future generations who will have
their own mothering stories about race, belonging, and home. Circling
back to my initial questions, I now see the answers more clearly: when
Asian immigrant women migrate to the United States and create families
with African American men, they willingly and unwillingly give up certain
claims to racial inclusion, citizenship, and capital that they would otherwise
be eligible for.
In assuming the racial status of their husbands, Asian immigrant
women also find themselves losing acceptance and support from family
and forfeiting membership in valuable social networks. They become
incapable of replicating “the Asian immigrant family” and cease to be
useful model minority figures. Instead, they are rendered a defective part,
incapable of doing their job in the “production…[of] a particular brand
of good, capitalist subject” (Ninh 2011, 2). While most still desire upward
mobility and affluence, Asian immigrant women who produce Black,
mixed-race children are often treated as complicit in their own racial
failure, with their partner choice seen as evidence of their divestment
from the capitalist project.
And yet, here in the viscous depths and human mud of rejected and
supposed failed racialized motherhood (in the eyes of the capitalist state)
lies the afterbirth of possibility. Outside of this project that marks some
people as valuable productive units and others as surplus/waste, we can
try to be human differently. In failing the state’s vision for us, we are able
to create something with lungs and eyes and skin, something that is warm
and operating on its own time, carrying its own purpose. Agency in this
space is another way of saying: she was complicit in her life outcomes and
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she lived what she chose and died feeling full. Refusing to operate as
a model minority—a myth concocted as an antidote to Black political
struggle and insubordination that also triggers whitelash over academic
exceptionalism and competing wealth—is an act of resistance, a strike in
the direction of life.
***

Mother, is it possible to refuse to be a human instrument in the
disavowal of structural racism? To reject the gloss and parade of American
meritocracy in which you are expected to showcase your model minority
badges: “traditional values, an emphasis on hard work and self-reliance,
a respect for authority” (Omatsu 2010, 298)? To refuse to produce for, to
comply with, to center the capitalist version of “family,”
“mother,” and “child”?
Because amid the familial labor of love and duty and expectation
balanced between jobs and marriage and children’s extracurriculars and
student loans and house payments, our world is still burning.
***
Yes, here in the underbrush of maternal guilt, ambivalence, and sacrifice lies
a tremendous purpose braided like rice into our hair, a cache full of stories
and knowledge given to us and forged by us and paid for by our parents.
This is what we will use to heal ourselves and forge ahead: a compass in one
hand pointing to freedom and the hearts of our mothers in the other, both
leading us to grow, create, and thrive in the face of state-sanctioned violence
and ongoing structural harm.
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Ian Schoultz

crawl
on the floor of an unfinished basement,
i find a drawing from
when i was young and i believed
i had an older sister
she went
to a desert island where she
caught and dissected lizards
she found buried under the shade of
tropical trees
when she killed lizards,
did she pour water
down their burrows? did they drown
or emerge from the sand, beaded
and pulsing eyes choked for air? or did she wait
for them to fall asleep?
this was both
survival and study, this was for us, limbs
continue to grind, continue to guide
when offered to others, this is for us, as conservation
is an intimate engagement with betrayal
what will be
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killed and what will be saved? our parents
were biologists and
knew subtle differences
between regional variations
of many species
they kept numerous bird books
from the 70s and 80s,
and when i would feel bad for them,
i looked at painted images
of birds who stared back
i guess we pretend
in a clear image,
the yellow pastel of the sand,
the dark shadows,
green on the glass sea
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pluto
as in untouchable international system of what not to be / it’s me over there and
a governing body is
unanimous / the existing standard for any breathing / water
body / summarily
song and song catalogue / range of pairs / the possibility of collapse / the dirt as frayed as
ice crystal / i knew
you to become you / emotional precipitate / i found inside the state / remains / judiciously
indexed / bared
as letterform / as sign stripped upon mass
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bronze age collapse
/ we call it weather / buried ship in the glassblown world / how art
you / rudder and shoulder / all i want is forever / in ending is end /
the position / the noun receives the verb into itself / a self-cancel /
breath on the / side
everyone had every name / look an analogue / will love you in this
world and the next / what goes with what / why with why /
the plant is real the world is real teach me fin file / teach anything
high / from high / i miss your body / of body obstinate mitosis
hallowed we / fin file we end with an approach of guiltmeld
fabrication / why goes with why / type 1 2 3 at length / curl the gas
leak / compose in hard angles
everyone / will have every name / shriekshrug fingertip a point
among / in the present anon / prescience
freedom is / free violence and excitement / sheath the center of
mass / the fret work on wood and metal / on hilt and hand /
fascicles / clustered all acts / inward to the center we were / meant
to / have a center to bare it / sequester it / teeth in the coupling
shriekshrug / fuck the pallet of obsession and the numerals the
multitudes the hecatombs the land upon the bodyscalene / laid in
styrofoam cup incendiary in me in / you
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fin file flak / canon lay into / make useful / reanimate / adjust orbits
/ orientations / who wanted to be a character in this / tell me who
what where why / like a map of stolen entities / like a map mixes
blood and water /
transport the bodybuzz the subcreature balefuel / guide into me the
stolen content / my figuretip my teething / imprint fix flak future
on high / mountains just because nothing’s / left / row rotate row
energy is necessary / was never enough is / ever necessary / water
for brine/ intact is mine / flail radiant the winceload / the
bleedthing / kill fill discretion thanks too / i under any fluency /
fluid mouth / tell the truth / war is holy / i am evil and
underrepresented in my body
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Notes
1. The epigraph in the poem "Derecho" on page 109 comes from the Wikipedia
article titled “Derecho,” last edited on November 30, 2020 at 3:36 p.m.
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